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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAiucs. * 
By William Knight, M.E. 
In the last two years while I was ·the Technical Assistant in 
Europe to the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, I have 
discussed sevexal times with various people interested in aerody-
. 
namics the vital necessity of getting together re~resentatives of 
aerodynamic laboratories both in Europe and in America for the 
standardization of the work performed in such laboratories. 
Aerodynamics being a new science and not having the tradi-
tions which burden the older sciences can easily be standa~dized 
' and the methods of work adopted in the various laboratories · 
brought into line. 
These results, I am convinced, cannot be obtained unless a 
congress is called of ::representatives of leading a.erodynamic lab-
oratories 1 without ·any disor:l.mination between forruer enemies and 
former allies and the appoin·~ed task of such a. congress should ?e 
to reach an understanding as to the coordinatio~ and standardiz-
ation of laboratory work which is, in my estimation, absolutely 
essential to the progress of this new science. 
In fac·t, if we compare the results of tests made on the same 
models by differe~t 1aboratoriesJ we shall see that very frequently 
these results do not agree, I will give t~o typical exa~ples of thic, 
1st. The results of tests on wings made by the National 
Physical Laboratory (N,P.L .. ) regularly give better polars than 
* From Aerial Age~ Ju~e 20, 1921. 
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those obtained by the E~f el Laboratory (E. L. ) • Ha Ying noticed 
this fact, the E.L. tested wings having R.A.F. sections Nos. 14, 
15, and 16, the same as those tested by ·the N.P.L~: the·dimen-
s ions were, 90 x 15 om ( 2 1 11. 4 1r x 5. 9rr); the tests being made at 
the speeds of 12.2 and 25 m/sec (40' and 82 1 per sec). The mod-
els tested by the NAP.L. had the dimensions: 45.7 x 7.6 cm (18' 
x. 3') and were tested at a speed of 12. 2 m/secr (_4or per sec). 
The comparison of the diagrams obtained by plotting the ex-
perimental results, shows that the models tested by the N.P~L. 
are better, not only when compared to the plots of the E,L. ex-
perj,ments obtained at 12.2 m/sec (40 1 per sec), but also when 
compared to those obtained at 25 m/sec (s2• per sec). 
During the W3.r, the French Mi:::..itary J....e.roi_.::i;:..i.t:.uc,l ~echnical 
Section sent to -airplane manufacturers the results of the tests 
made on·wings in both laboratories, and the difference between 
the two results·led the manufactorers to believe that the wing 
sectio~s tested by the N.P.L. were better than those tested by 
the E.L., the truth being, however, that the sections were geo-
metrically similar.and that the difference was due either to 
erzors in measurement, or to errors in the determination of t~e 
speeds. 
2nd. The G8ttingen Laboratory, comparing its results as ob-
tained in a closed oirouit tunnel, with th6se obtained in tests 
on spheres made at the E_L. in a tunnel with a sucking fan, and 
with those made at the St. Cyr Laboratory in a tunnel with a blow-
ing fan, noted that for certain values of VL/ µ. the coefficients 
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found were much greater than those found by the E.L. and the 
St. Cyr Laboratory. The G8ttingen Laboratory explains this dif-
ference by the aerodyna.mical nature of the air current, turbulent 
~t the E.L. and at the St. Cyr Laboratory, and non-turbulent at 
G8ttingen. 
I may add tha.t the St. Cyr Laboratory has found in two tun-
nels of different diameters with sucking fans at the diffuser 
end, the same results as those obtained at G8ttingen. We thus 
see that differences in results may be ·due, not only to errors 
in testing, but what is of much greater importance, to the aero-
dynamic nature .of the airflow adopted. 
It is out of the question that .the present state of things 
is fraught with danger to the Science of.Aerodynamics. As a 
matter of fact, when these divergencies are brought before the· 
public, and especially before ~irplane manufacturers, as they 
must inevitably be, confidence in the work of the laboratories 
will be utterly shaken. 
The'matter is, therefore, very urgent, and the appointed 
task of the proposed co~gress should be to seek out the truth. 
For this purpose the congress should have first to compare to-
gether the results obtained up to da.te, and then decide on what 
compar~tive tests should be made, and what methods could be em-
ployed, to ensure uniform results. These should, however, be such 
that the laws of similitude to be applied in passing from exper-
iments on mo~els ·to those on full size airplane~ shall be of 
great.~ simplicity. 
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The congress should also have to decide on the types of mod-
els and on the condit.ions of tests. Too many laboratories still 
use I!lodels which are too small, or speeds too greatJ.y reduced, 
thus leading to results which cannot be utilized, either as to 
quantity or quality. 
The science of aerodynamics should not only seek to obtain 
uniform results in experimental investigations: it should also 
serve to facilitate the practical application by technical men of 
the experimental results obtained i:1- the labora.tories. The. con-
gress should therefore take up the question of the standardization 
of symbols and notations. 
As regards the symbols employed,· we may divide the laborator-
ies into two groups. One group, including the N.P.L. and the 
II Gottingen Laboratory, uses non-dimensional symbols. The other 
group, comprising the American, French, and Italian laboratories, 
uses dimensional symbols expressed either in fundamental units 
such as used in the Kg,-meter-sec system, or the ft-lbs-sec sys-
tem, or practical units such as km/hour or ~ile/hour, and HP 
(metric or British). 
Besides the divergency in the system of units employed by 
the laboratories for expressing coefficiehts, there is also diver-
; . 
gency in the coefficients used for representing certain experi-
mental results .. 
As a matter of fact, t.hough everyone agrees tc represent 
wing tests by the coefficients Kx and Ky> the divergency begins 
with the ratio assigned to these two values, some giving the value 
of Kx/Ky, others that of Ky/K.x. 
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For propellers, the r~sults are represented by some by the 
values of 
Power -=--f{V/nD); 
( Rp' s ) 3 x Diam 6 
Torque 
by.others, by the :va1ues of 3 5 (Rpts) x Diam 
I would also mention divergencies in the aerodynamic charac-
teristics of a stre.amlined body, ;yhioh are sometimes referred to 
the area of the maximum cross-section, and sometimes to the 2/3 
P?wer of th.e volume; also to the ~sagreement existing in the ex-
pression of the mechanical efficiency of wind tunnels, etc. 
This multiplicity of coefficients thoroughly be~ilders the 
reader3of works on Aerodynamics and puts him under the necessity 
of transforming the expressions, a labor, moreover, which he rare-
ly undertakes, preferring rather to l~y down hie book or to read 
it ·1n a cursory fashion .. 
The same remarks apply to the notations, that is, to the 
symbols representing the various values used in the formulas. 
It is certain that .if all laboratori~s were to adopt the same sys-
tem of notation, the result would be a great economy of time for 
everybody concerned in aerodynamics, and the reading of the vari-
ous reports on the subject would be a pleasure instead of being 
. . 
a burden, as it must be, so long as different notations are used. 
we cannot too strongly insist on the fact that ,,..hen, in read-
ing a Re~ort, we are stopped either by the meaning of a symbol 
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or by the value of a coefficient, it is impossible to follow the 
sequence of ideas, and the report is usually thrown aside. In the 
same way, the standardization of graphical methods of representa-
tion would be exceedingly useful. ·Here too at present we find 
a complete lac~ of agreement. 
To take a very simple example: fo~ wing tests, the N.P.L. 
gives four curves Kx, Ky, Ky/Kx in function of the angle of 
incidence, and Ky/Kx = f (Ky). The E.L~ gives ~he curve Ky 
in function of Kx on which the angles of incidence are marked. 
For the representation of rropeller tests, the Central 
Aerodynamic Laboratory of Rome gives 15 cu:rves: five for thrust, 
five for power, and five for efficiency, corresponding to five 
different wind velocities, in function of the speed .of rotation. 
Dr. Durand of the Stanford University, California, gives· 
two curves Pm/n3 D5 and P/n<D5 , two curves Pm/v3 D5 and P/vaDa 
(where -Pm= Effective Power and P =Useful Power), and one 
curve for the efficiency, all these curves being expressed in 
terms of V/rill. 
For ordinary tests we should adopt not only the same meth0ds 
of graphic repre~entation, but also the same scales. 
This standardization can be no possible hindrance to develop.-
ment, since, if the suggested eongress ~eets from time to time it 
will be perfectly free to modify any previous decision, should such 
modification be justified by new knowledge and experience acquired. 
Another useful task of the pro~oaed eongr~~s would be to adopt 
a standard method of cl3.ssification of all publications on Aerody-
namics. This would be of great assistance in research work on any 
given subject. 
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In ad~~ncing the suggestion I wish to emphasize what I said 
before regarding the participation in such a Congress of repre-
sentatives of all leading aerodynamic _laboratories without any 
discrimination of nati.onalities. , 
I think it is time for everybody to realize that science 
has no particular nationality. 
Unfortunately at the present time in Europe there still ex-
ists a tendency in certain quarters to snub and to pretend to 
ignore the wonderful progress made by the Germs.ns in aerodynamics 
during the war and for this reason it is ~ot likely that~ if the • 
move for calling such a Congress should ~e originated in Europe, 
the Germans should be invited to attend it. 
Why not take the initiative in this country? 
__ 9 ... __ 
STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAMICS.* 
By Prof. L. Prandtl, 
Head of the Aerodynamical Laboratory, G8ttingen UnLversity. 
With an Introductory Note by William Knight. 
Introductory Note. 
In the last June 20 issue of the Aerial Age I pointed out the 
- ~ 
desirability of reaching some.sort of agreement between the var-
ious research aerodynamical laboratories and other scientific 
aeronautical organizations both in this country and abroad about 
the symbols, graphical methods and other means of representation 
used in technical and scientific aeronautical publications giving 
the results of the research work done by the various investigating 
aeronautical agencies in the United States an~ in Euxope. 
Such r.ork is useful only if the results obtained in the lab-
oratories are presented under such a form as, to allow to be readi-
ly used by aircraft designers apd constructors and by students of 
aeronautics. At the pres~nt time there is such a confusion of 
symbols, texms and meaning of graphical methods used by, the vari-
ous aeronautical research agencies in the world and such a lack of 
well organized cooperation among the leading aeronautical +abora-
tories that it is no wonder that aircraft designers, engineers, 
contractors and students of aerodynamics fail to benefit to the 
fullest extent of the excellent work which has been done and is 
being done by the various aerodynamical research laboratories in 
the United States and in Europe. The results of such a state of 
affairs are a waste of energy and a consequent retard in the pro-
gress of aeronautics. 
* From Aerial Age, October 3, 1921. 
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A remedy to these unfortunate prevailing conditions could be 
worked out if a leading scientific research organization in this 
country as, for instance, the Bureau of Standards or the National 
Advisory Commi~tee for Aeronautics should take the initiative in 
suggesting i;o the various aerodynamioal laboratories and other 
scientific aeronautical research organizations both in the u.s~ 
and in Europe the adoption of the· same symbols and the same terms 
for expressing the same thi~g everywhere; in other words, apply-
ing standardization to aerodynamica.l works. 
·An agreement could easily be reached because the importance 
of reaching an agre.ement is very badly felt by every student of 
aerodynamics. All that is needed is to have a leading scientific 
aeronautical organization posing the· problem and to invite a free 
discussion of the va.rious·standa.rds used by the various European 
nations and by ourselves~ From the discussion, which can take 
.. 
place by correspondence, a·common ground of agreement can be 
found and after such an agreement has been reached an internat-
ional conf'erence between the representatives of the vario~ organ-
izations which have discussed the matter can be called and the 
adoption of international standards on aerodynamics can be decided 
upon. Also a function of this international conference should be 
. 
to devise a means of bringing about a much desired closer cooper-
ation between-the various research laboratories so as to present 
as much as possible the dispersion of good efforts. 
The National Advisory Gommittee for Aeronautics or the Bureau 
of standards are the best suited for taking the lead in such a 
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vitally impo~tant matter because, fortu~ately enoi.igh, we are free 
from post-war hatred and we would not be inclined to discriminate 
bet·..,.een scientists of formerly allied nations and scientists of 
formerly enemy nations as might ·probably be the 9~~~ if the lead 
in this matter shoul.d be taken by some European aeronauti~;I,. organ-
ization under government control, 
I ~now for a fact that American leadership in this matter 
would be g:reatly weJ.comed by everybody in Europe interested in the 
scientific progress o~ aerona~~ics and by making such a step we 
would grea~+Y contribute to suoh a progress. 
~n th~ meantime, while eageriy waiting for something being 
done in th~ direction pointed out above, I bave taken up the matter 
. 
with leadi~g aerodynamical research workers and I have asked them 
to express their views on t.he subject of 11Standardization and 
Aerodynamiq~, u . 
The following paper from Professor L& Prandtl of G8ttingen, 
Germany, who hae contributed to a very large extent to the present 
knowiedge of aerodynam~gs is pubii~hed with his kind permission. 
The poin~ of view 9f other E~~opean leading aerodynamical research 
workers will pe publi9hed later for the purpose of showing that 
all ot them have ~seful suggestiQns to make and that all that is 
needed to pring ~bQut resulta is ta take the lead ~n bringing 
them toget~er and J..e·tt~ng them d~oide something which wil~ t;>e agree-
ab+e to evety~ody and especially_ to manufacturers and designers of 
aircraft who ~~e the only pnes for whom the research work is done 
in the labor~toriee and book$ and for whom technical reviews are 
pub4.ishe~ 
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PROF. PRAUDTL 1 S CO~!ENT. 
1. The Wind Tunnel. 
In order to accomplish any comparative results in wind tunnel 
tests it is of prime importance to have the air currents compara~ 
ble. This of necessity calls n~t only for an accurate air cur-
rent at the place, where the test is to be made in size as well as 
direction> but that the wind eddies are kept at a minimum. In the 
G8ttingen Laboratory this ~as one of the main requirements. Fig. 
1 shows an easy ~ay to obtain an air current with minimum wind 
eddies quieted as much as possible in a great profile through a 
honeycomb and then contracted in a much smaller cross section. 
The tests are made on the place marked Exp. Fig. 1. 
I maintain that this arrangement is very important and firmly 
believe that only this or any equivalent arrangement wi1ll give 
comparative re~ul~s. It is of less importance, whether the ~ind 
tunnel has closed circulation, or wh~ther a tunnel with suction 
blast is used, and whether the measurements are ma.de in a free air 
current or between stati9nary walls. In regard to horizontal buoy-
~ncy the free air current, as first introduced by Eiffel, is in 
~y opinion to be pref erred. Through special formation of the out-
let the velocity can be made constant even at a short distance 
from the mouth of the outlet surface. Through determination of 
the drag of a big ball the wind eddies of the ~ir current are ac-
cur~tely determined. As known, below a critical velocity the 
drift coefficient is approximately 0.24, above this critical ve-
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locity about 0.10. The critical velocity - the critical VL ,,-
is that much smaller as the eddy is greater. The G8ttingen meas-
urements correspond very muoh to the Italian measurements, where 
- . 
a ball was dragged through. calm waters. And the conclusion oan be 
drawn tba.t the ~mall wind eddies ~ere in G8ttingen do not change 
the results very much. As example of the agreement between meas-
.urements with different wind tunnels, which.are constructed on the 
same principle, I give in Fig. 2 the results of two measurements 
with balls, one with a ball 28 cm diameter in the great wind tun-
nel (4 m~), the.othe~ with a ball 20 cm diameter in the small tun-
nel (1.2 m~). The almost perfect agreement of both series ca.n be 
noticed. 
2. Size of models and Air Velocity. 
For approximately correct agreements of model measurements 
with actual conditions, it is important not to select models and 
also the air velocities too small for the measurements. In the 
G8ttingen measurements a span of from 1 to 1~2 m and a wind veloc-
ity of 30 M/sec gave the best results. Even in this ratio the 
agreement is not pe~fect, although it is comparatively safe to 
have the deviations not very great. The modern wind theory allows 
a calculation of the influences exerted by the walls of the test 
tunnel or by the limitations of the free air stream. And if this 
correction is ta.ken into consideration one can safely with the 
span of the models go even a little beyond ha.lf of the air current 
diameter. 
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3. Placing of the Models. 
The manner in which the model is fastened during the test is 
of gre~ter influence than at first suspected. The difference be-
tween the Eiffel results and the N.P.L. results at Teddington is 
easily accounted for. By the Eiffel tests the wings were fastened 
with compact screws on the suction side, while by the Teddington 
tests the.~odels were fastened on the pressure side. As known, any 
disturqing element on the suction side entails quite a drag which 
increases with the angle of the incidence while any disturbing in-
fluence on the pressure side brings S: decidedly lower and with in~ 
creasing angle of incidence a decreasing drag.. Therefore I believe 
that from this ~int of' view the G(htingen arrangement (6 very thin 
Wires) is the most satisfactory~ 
4. Drift coefficients and the results. 
In reg&rd to drift coefficients, we will perhaps in time come 
to the agreememt to give the absolute coefficients, since in the 
quality as dimensionless quantities they have the same value for 
each rational measuring method. Then it would be easy to calculate 
the coefficients adapted ·to individual countries. More satisfac-
tory perhaps it would be if the engineers would adapt the absolute 
system in its entirety. 
In the absolute system itself there are two different defini-
,. 
tions. One, only used in Germany and Austria so far, pertains to 
drift, to velocity head (dynamic air·pressure) 1/2 p V2 , i.e. the 
pressure appearing as maximum pressure before an obstruction. In 
English-speaking countries the dxift stands for double this aero-
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dynamic pressure (v~locity head), also p V2 , resulting in the 
coefficients being half as great as the German coefficients. In 
favor of the German system let me say, that this quantity 1/ 2 P V 2 
is obtained directly by speed measurements with Pitot tubes and 
the relation o~ air resistance to the Pitot pressure is especial-
ly natural. Then again, the drift coefficients of many objects 
(level, circular disc, circular cylinder, etc.) are by this method 
approximately 1. 
To demonstrate these test results we have developed here in 
Germany already com~lete solid forms, for the testing of wings and 
~airplane ~odels, as well as for propellers. F~r wing tests, the 
lift coefficient as a rule is taken as starting point. This com-
plies in one way with the results oT the wing theory, where the 
lift presents the given quantity, and in the other way. for the 
technical measuring reason that by ususl measurements the lift de-
termination is more accurate than the determination of the angle of 
incidence, which before was used mostly as an independent cbange-
abl~, added to this, that the definition of the angle of incidence 
o0 is often arbitrary. The now usuS.l·:methad of wing measurement 
is shown in Fig. 3. As introduced by O." Lillienthal, lift a.nd 
drift are carried at right angles to ea.di· other# thereby giving 
the drift, according to the ~iffel method, as 5 times scale of the 
lift. The result is the so-called polar curve. Alongside of this 
the theoretical polar curve is shown, which according to the wing 
theory would correspond to a wing with equal aspect ratio but with-
out profile resistance. The distance between this theoretical 
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parabola and the measured curve shows the profile resistance, which 
ac~ording to our test results is quite independent of the aspect 
ratio, and shows to be very satisfactory for judging the quality 
cf the profile. The angle of incidence, in many calculations occu-
pying a very negligible place, is written on the individual points 
of the polar curve. 
To show the position of center of pressure the moment coef-
ficient on the leading edge (absolute coefficient for this moment) 
is given and indeed as being independent on the lift as the decid-
ing quantity. The moment curve is therefore to be preferred, be-
cause it runs almost in a straight line, and makes the interpola-
tion of values between the given~values very easy. But by the 
curve, giving the position of center pressure direct, any interpo-
lation is often very difficult, because the lift curve 0 is infi-
nite. The position of center rressure can any•vay be deduced from 
the moment curve through a simple construction. 
The ratio lift-drift, given in E:nglish literature mostly, need 
according to our method not be shown especially, since it can be 
f 
obtained by simply drawing a straight line from point 0 to the 
respective place on the polar curve. 
And this ratio is at that not the deciding factor to deter-
mine the quality of an individual profile, because it is dependent 
quite a lot on the aspect ratio~ and because that point, which gives 
. 
maximum lift-drift in a certain plane, is only determined by the 
parasite drift of the a.1·~ane. 
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The showing of propeller test results have in the last few 
years been brought down to uniformity as well. Details are 
given in an article by F. Bendemann and A. ~Iadelung in 
Technische Berichte Bd. II PP 53, etc. Its main drawing (table 
40) approaches the methods of Eiffel and Rith. The absolute 
torque is taken ~s function of flying sreed ratio to periphery 
velocity ratio in logarithms and the efficiency is shown in 
;i.umbers. 
It is my desire to have this article lead to a discussion 
of interested aeronautical experts and further through this 
discussion the question of standardization in Aerodynamics. 
Fig.2 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AEROD~NAMICS.* 
By Prof. von Karman~ 
University of Aachen. (Germany). 
Introductory Note. 
~ 
The suggestions offered by W. Knight in th~ Aerial Age of 
June 20, 1921, as to the desirability of calling a conference in 
the United States among representatives of leading aeronautics.l 
scientific organizations with a view of reaching an international 
agreement on the subject of St~ndardization and Aerodynamics was 
taken up by Prof. L. Prandtl of the University of G8ttingen, 
Germany, and in the October 3rd issue of the Aerial Age his views 
on this matter were given. Prof. Dr. von Karman of the University 
of Aachen, a most brilliant scientist who has been prominent in 
the development of aeronautics in Austria during the war and who 
is now at the head of the Aachen aerodynamic laboratory, writes 
to Mr. Knight the following letter and gives his views on 11 Stand-
ardization and Aerodynamics" which a.re present~d to the readers 
of the Aerial Age. 
Dear Hr. Knight,-
I am sending you herewith attached a few notes giving my 
views on the very important point that you have recently raised 
in the Aerial Age on the subject of Standardization and Aerodynam-
ics, which you may publish if you think it worth while. 
There is no doubt that if you oan succeed in bringing together 
former allied and former enemy scientists for discussing a problem 
* From Aerial Age, January 2, 1922. 
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which inte.~ests everybody,. you shall have greatly con tribut~d to 
the scientific development of aerodynamics. 
In my opinion it should be desirable, to begin with; to have 
a preliminary conference between a few of the most prominent sci-
entist~ and technical men interested in this matter for discuss-
ing the best means for creating an international scientific aero-
nautical association which is the best suited for bringing about 
a much desirable cooperation among aerodynamics.I researoh workers. 
I t~ink that an association organized along the same general 
lines as the International Society for testing materials shall 
admirabl~ serve our purposes. 
This preliminary conference that I am suggesting for laying 
the foundation of a permanent international scientific aeronauti-
cal association should be desirable if it took place in Europe, 
in some place having an international character, and I suggest 
for this purpose the southern Tyrol (Italian Tyrol), at Bozen or 
Yeza.n. 
You.rs very oo~dially, 
von· Karman. 
Prof. van Karmants Suggestions. 
In its early stages a new science labors u..~der the advantage 
of the possibility of having its development directed from the be-
ginning in a.n orderly and systematic manner. The primary require-
ment to this end is the international standardization of def ini-
tions a.nd symbols, and it -:vould be of grea.t value to aerodynamics 
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if America were to take the lead in this matter. The most impor-
tant problems that should be taken 'up in such a.n undertaking, in 
the writerrs opinion, are the following: 
1. Standardization of coefficients. 
The standardizatio·n of nomenclature and derivation of coef-
ficients is not a purely objective matter, as it is based upon a 
thorough understanding of the theoretical foundations of aerody-
namics. In spite of the apparent simplicity of the French system, 
I believe that preference should be accorded to "abstract" coeff 1-
cients, independent of dimensions, as the laws of mechanical simi-
larity are more clearly ·evident by their use. Ever since the im-
portance of Reynold's index has been clearly recognized, most laws 
of resistance can only be applied when tbi~number is contained as 
a parameter, in which cases the use of abstract coefficients is 
evident, 1{any complicated phenomena, such as surface friction or 
heat-transference in turbulent gases and liquids, would have been 
explained much sooner if early investigators had expressed their 
results by empirical formulas in terms of concrete entities and 
abstract coeff ioients. 
2. Standardization in Methods of Measurement. 
For the correct measurement of airspeed it is essential to 
establish standard methods, if results obtained in different lab-
oratories are to be compared with safety. Measuring instrtiments 
such as the Pitot tube, should be standardized as to shape with the 
eventual selection of a "standard'' at some central point for crom,_ 
~arative reference. Unfortunately (as expressed in tr.e article 
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by 1. Prandtl in the issue of October 3~ 1921)~ the speed thus 
measured is not a true expression, depending, as it does, on the 
magnitude of the vibrations or the so-called d~ee of turbulence. 
It would be a thankful task for a laboratory to build apparatus 
for the det.ermination of these factors. Mea.nwhile it would seem 
advi~~ble to follow the suggestion of Mr. w. Knight to have a few 
simple bodies experimented with in all important laboratories and 
· have the results thus obtained compared and reduced to a common 
proportionate expression. 
Thus it would be possible to determine accurately the resis-
tance of a circular disc or a sphere of a given diameter and adopt 
that dimension as a stands,rd. In fact, in view of our limited 
~Jrnowledge of the influence of surface conditions or unavoidable 
..., 
variations in the making of similar models it would be best to 
have the same model make a round trip to every laboratory adapted 
for such work. 
3. Standardization of Definitions and Symbols. 
Next to the standardization of coefficients and thei~ rela-
tionships an agreement should be reached as to definitions and 
symbols. For example, take the definition of Angle of Incidence, 
which in Austria and England is defined as the angle between the 
direction of the air stream and the so-called maximum chord (a) 
. 
(Fi6. 1) while in other countries the lower tangent to the profile 
passing through the trailing edge is taken as a basis. (b) Kany 
other elements can be conceived in different ways and are therefore 




loading it is undetermined to ·.t"hs.t extent s.ilerons can be assumed 
to be ~s.rt of the carrying surface, or in the cs.se of strong di-
hP-arals whether the surface itself or its horizontal equivalent 
is to be taken as a basis of calculation. In this case even the 
_ meaning of the word 11 spann becomes subject to misinterpretation • 
.d.Rpe ct rs. tio, which plays such a.n important part in modern wing- •. 
theory, becomes an indeterminate qus.ntity when applied to dimin-
ishing chords. To afford s. useful basis for description and com-
pa.rison of airers.ft it is i~erative tr.at all such elements be 
defined without possibility of misunderst~nd.ing. 
A similar divergence in methods a:r;:plies to the dete:rm.ina-
tion of eff icienaies. The efficiency of a propeller has been de-
• 
fined by three or four scientifics.lly justifiable expressions, 
~nd nevertheless we often read the old t~action formula, Horsepower 
which is in no way characteristi~ of the efficiency of a screw 
as it takes neither speed nor dimensions into 0onsideration. 
From the above random exam~les we see that a compariso~ of 
opinions and a sifting of various methods now in use would bear 
... 
,) good fruit. An immediate underst~nding on work in couxse of 
~reparation or contemp~ated would result in the avoidance of 
-.~ 
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duplication and would insure th~t every experi~ent be undertaken 
in the laboratory already best equipped to carry on its pa.rtiou-
la.r share of the work. The activities of the Internstiona~ Assoc-
iation for Testing Materials, which in pre--:.rar days co-related 
and ~ssisted in preparing the results obtained in all laboratories, 
could well serve ~s an example. If such activities could be ex-
tended towa.rds the practical side of aircraft design, as for in-
stance in the comparison and st~nd.ardization of methods of aa.lcu-
lation, determination of factors of s3.fety, etc., a magnificent 
prog=am could be outlined, the_realization of which will be of 
maximal importance to the further development of the science of 
flight .. 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAMICS.* 
By Col. Ing. G. Costanzi, Rome, Italy. 
With further reference to 'the point raised by Wm. Knight in 
the article on 11Standardization and Aerodynamics 11 published in the 
Aerial Age of June 20, 1921, and the discussion of that article 
by Professor Prandtl, of the Univ~rsi~y of G8ttingen (see Aerial 
Age of October 3, 1921) and by Professor von K~:i:zna,n, of the T?~h­
nica.l Institute of Aachen (see Aerial Age of J~nua.ry 2, 1922), 
the following suggestions. are ofrered by Coi. Ing. Giulio Costanzi 
of the Italian Army, in connection with the mattex to be taken up 
at the international congress of representatives of-aeronautical 
scientific.organization as suggested by Wm. Knight. 
Colonel Costanzi is we~l knoWn. among aeronautical scientists 
on account of the important research work done by him at.the 
Royal Aircraft Establishment in Ro~e~ Italy. Dw:ing the war and 
after the war he was the representative of the Italian Air ser-
vice to tte Supreme War council in Versailles and also technical 
representative of Italy to the permanent Interallied Aeronautical 
Commission in Paris. 
Colonel Costanzi rs Comment. 
It was with the .greatest interest t~~t I read the artic~e on 
"St~nda.rdization and Aerodynam.ios rr published by Wm. Knight in the 
Aerial Age a few months ago. The subject wa.s not entirely new to 
me, having discuss.ed that matter several times with Mr. Knight 
* From Aerial Age, February 20, 1922. 
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who has been striving for the last two years while acting as tech-
nical assistant in Europe to the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics to bring about a much needed international coopera-
tion between aeronautical scientists and technical men, both in 
Europe and in the United States, for solving our common aeronau-
tical problems in a true spirit of mutual helpfulness. 
It is out of q,uest:.on that the stand3.'!'diZ3.t!on of sym,..,r:ls 
and of graphical. methods of representation of experimental resu::;_ts 
as used in technical. and scientific aeronautical works would be 
of a tremendous help to every user of such ~orks. To curtail the 
indivic 4..ua.listic tendencies of many scientists (especially in 
Europe) by agreeing to talk,~all of us, the same scientific lan-
guage, will be of the greatest advantage to the progress of aero-
nautics, and this seems to. be the right moment to do it, now that 
aeronautics is yet a new science without the burden of traditions 
weighing on older sciences. However, no matter how desirable it 
might be to agree on the adopti9n of international symbols mean-
ing the same thing in every country and on the adoption of stand-
ard methods of graphical representation of results of research 
work~ I anticipate the greatest difficulty in persuading authors 
of aeronautical publications to stop the prevailing practice of 
adopting definitions ar~d graphical methods of t:-ieir own {-.-.t.ich a. 
good many times are misleading the re~der in another country who 
is not familiar with them) in the absence of any international 
agreement. 
The other point raised by Wm. Knight in the Aerial Age about 
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the necessity of conducting comparative tests on wind tunnels I 
believe is one of the most vita.1 importance, and undoubtedly some-
thing should be done without delay in that direction in order to 
dispel the doubts and the skepticism which must necessarily pre-
vail at the present time about the results of aeronautical re-
s earoh and investigation work being conducted in the various re-
search laboratories. 
Both Professor :, fl'andtl and Professor von Karman in discuss-
ing Kn~ght'.s article have particularly emphasized the necessity 
of conducting such comparative tests which might lead to a more 
definite knowledge of the reliability of the results obtained in 
the various wind tunnels and to a more intelligent and less con-
flicting interpretation of their comparative value, and I wish to 
express mr entire s-yL!lpa.t::ty .. v:.-:h any pl!3.n wh:..ch might "!:>::: :i.r..g 3.~01 • ~ 
the desired results in that direction and to offer at the same 
time a few suggestions. 
During yea.rs of experimental work both in the Aerodynamical 
and Hydrodynamical Laboratories of the Royal Aircraft Establish-
ment in Rome, I was I believe the first one to point out in May, 
1911, the existence of a change in the regime of resistance of 
cylindrical and streamlined str~ts, wires, spheres and streamlined 
bodies, and I pointed out at that time the diffi01lty offered by 
such changes of regime in the correct interpretation of the ex-
} 'perimental results obtained whil~ experimenting on a ~odel of air-
plane in which wings, struts, wires, radiators, etc., all follow 
different laws of similitude and all have a diffe=ent regime of 
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variation of resistance deI=end:i.:rig f')U the dimeneion~ of the model 
and the veloci·Gy" of tLe fluid. 
In 1911 I pointed out the influence of the degree of turbu-
lency of the fluid (I was conductlng my experimentf:i in wa.ter):1 
on the determination of the regime of fluid resistance offered by 
a body moving in the water at a constant velocity ~hen the degree 
of turbulency of the water in front of the model was changed. 
Also, while experimenting in the wind tunnel,' due to the ab-
s enoe of a.n absolute method for measuring the wind velooi ty ~ my ·c:r:-_ 
work was handicapped by lack of an exact knowledge of the absolute 
velocity of my wind stream. Other experimenters were working at 
that time under the same handicap, and the values assigned by them 
to the velocity of the air in the wind tunnel was in their oases 
as well as in my own case a. question of more or ie·ss accurate meas-
urement of such velocity. 
Another stumbling block in wind tunnel work was (and .stil~ 
is) brought about by the interference of the supports holding the 
model in the tunnel - interference which is sometimes prevailing 
to such an extent as to completely change the phenomenon taking 
place in the wind stream. I tried once to reduce to a minimum 
the influence of the supports holding down a model of a Zeppelin 
9 cm diameter x 90 cm long in the wind tunnel. I used two wires 
of .05 of a millimeter in diameter~ and ~fter measuring the air 
velocity in a plane perpendicular to the axis of the model at the 
distance of 50 centimeters from the model I could notice that in 
spite of the very small diameter of those wires their influence 
'Vias quite distinctly felt. 
- ·' 
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I believe that in the classical experiments made by Eiffel 
at the Eiffel Tower which lead to the conclusion that the specif-
ic resistance of disks perpendicular to the direction of the wind 
increases with the increase in dimensions of the model experi-
mented upon, the influence of the supports was such as to entirely 
upset the experimental results obtained. 
In conclusion, I like to suggest that one of the appointed 
tasks of the international congress of representatives· of aero-
nautical scientific organizations as suggested by Wm. Knight, 
should be to lay out a program of investigation work in the most 
important aeronautical laboratories with a view of determining: 
1. Why such a lack of agreement exists between the results 
arrived at in the various laboratories? Is such a lack of agree-
ment due to the lack of a perfect similarity of the models used? 
Is it due to the scales of the models? Is it due to the fact 
that the velocity of the fluid used is not exactly the same in 
two laboratories? Is it due to the nature of the air stream in 
the wind tunnel which is greatly and differently affected in the 
various wind tunnels after passing through d.iff erently shaped 
honeycombs? Or is it due to faulty measurements of the wind tun-
nel balances used? 
2. How are the results affected by conducting the experiment 
either on a moving model in presumably still air or on a station-
ary model in a wind stream produced by either a sucking or blow-
ing fan? 
I would suggest that ~ series of experiments be made for 
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dete:rmining the resistance of spheres of various dimensions fall-
ing a certain height when compared to experiments made on the 
same spheres under analogous conditions in a wind tunnel. 
It would also be interesting to make experiments in a spec-
ially designed closed circuit ~ind tunnel where th~n or compressed 
air, hydrogen or other gases could be used as suggested by Ing. 
Ottorino Pomilio in Italy and by Yr. W. lla.rgoulis in France. 
3. Why the ratio Rx Rx increases with the velocity in the 
wind tunnel when experimenting upon some models of airplanes? 
An aluminum model of airplane which I had recently tested out at 
the Central Aeronautical Institute in Rome showed an increase of 
:i in the order of 22 per cent when tested at 15 m/seo and 35 
m/sec respectively, the angle of incidence being the same in both 
. 30 cases J viz. . I should be glad to place that model at the dis-
posal of other laboratories for further tests. 
Before concluding my remarks about the discussion on 11Sta.nd-
ardization and Aerodynamics" appearing in the Aerial Age, I wish 
to state that there is one point ~ore on which I entirely agree 
with Wm. Knight, and that is the necessity of inviting the Ger-
mans to participate in any international settlement of the vari-
ous questions affecting aerodynamical research r.orka 
I should think that if we are going to have a congress of 
representatives of aeronautical scientific organizations, the 
first meeting of such congress should be held in Germany, where 
experiments of the highest order of both scientif io and practical 
im~ortance have been conducted in the last few years with the us-
ual German thoroughness and accuracy. 
J 
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STANDARDIZATION IN AERODYNA'UCS. * 
By W. Margoulis, 
Former Director of the Eiffel Laboratory, Paris. 
With reference to the article on "Standardization and Aerody-
namics" published by W .. Knight in the Aerial Age of June 20~,, 1921, 
I beg to say that in 1919, ~hile acting as Aerodynamica.l Expert of 
the Paris Office of the U. s. National Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, in an article published in "France-Aviation, n I made sug-
gestions along the same lines. 
These suggestions were ~armly taken up by Mr. W. Knight, the 
Technical Assistant in Europe to the u. s. National Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics, and he promptly brought the matter to the 
attention of the various Aerodynamica.l Laboratories in Europe and 
the United States. 
The suggestions which we made at that time regarding Compar-
_ ative Tests were taken up by the National Physical Laboratory in 
England, and in March, 1920, the N.P.L. sent out a suggestion to 
other laboratories to make a number of compa.rative taste on simi-
lar models. 
According to the plan outlined by the N.P.L. and to other 
suggestions offered to ~!r. Knight by the St. Cyr, The Aachen and 
G8ttingen Laboratories, these tests should have been as follows: 
1st - Determination of Kx 1 Ky and of the centers of thrust 
\ on a wing. 
1, 
2nd - Tests of a complete model of airplane comprising the 
* From Aerial Age, March S, 1922. 
' 
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complete determination of forces and moments (it should now be add-
ed: "and the influence of the sllpstre9.m of the propeller"), and 
also of the more important stability derivatives. 
3rd - Tests of a sphere anc a cylinder for determining the 
degree of turbulence of the airstream. 
4th - Tests of a streamline body. 
5th - Measurement of the uniformity of the airetream in time. 
The tests on the wing and the streamline body should have 
been ma.de on a single standard model to be tested by all the 
laboratories successively and on individual models made by each 
laboratory from the s9.Me drawing. 
The tests of the model airplane should have been made with 
the same model in all laooratories. 
In the summer of 1920 the N.P.L. sent to a number of labora-
tories a drawing of a streamline body to be used as a first test 
model, at the same time asking for their ideas on the ~ethod of 
fixing the model to the support. 
Since then,_ ho~ever, the ~reject has probably been given up, 
for nothing more has been heard of the matter, at least by the 
French laboratories. 
We consider, moreover, th~t if such tests are to give results, 
they must be both numerous and systematic in order that, as·a whole, 
they shall characterize the airflow in each wind tunnel. 
Thus in a pa~er read October 16th, 1920, at one of the monthly 
meetings organized in Paris by Mr. :Knight and myself for the dis-
cuss ion of Aeronautical problems, I proposed the follo~ing tests, 
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and the following recom~endations ~ere ma.de: 
Tests A.- Struts: Fi~eness Ratio 
II II 
11 tl 
o: rectangular plate 
1: cylinder 
n 1,5; 2; 2,5; 3, 5 
and 10: struts proper 




l,5; 2; 2,5; 
3; 4 and 6: 
revolving bodies. 
For each aspect ratio there ~ould be three ~odels of different 
dimensions and ea.ch model should be tested at all available speeds. 
We may thus draw up two tables for each laboratory, one for stream-
line bodies (simil~r to tba.t given by Prof. Prandtl for the old 
G8ttingen Wind Tunnel) and the other for struts (similar to that 
r.hich I gave for the large tunnel of the Eiffel Laboratory in the 
previously quoted article in °France-Aviation"). 
These tables would form, if I may be permitted the expression, 
the u finger-prints" of the wind tunnel. 
The tests on WINGS should be made on three wings of mathemat-
ically defined profile, (the Jouko~ski profiles, for instance), 
of different thicknesses and camber. Each wing should be tested 
with several aspecrt ratios. 
A~ the B3lile time, the St. Cyr Institute would be requested to 
test the same models in the open air on its truck; these latter 
tests would be of great im~ortance, for up to no~ wind tunnel tests 
h.3.ve usually been compared with free flight tests of all full sized 
airpl~nes, ignoring the intermediate stage, namely, that of free 
flight tests of models. 
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This program may seem rather a. long one, but in a.erodynamios 
results oa.n only be obtained by mea.ne of a great number of tests. 
I also submitted these suggestions to the First International 
Congress of Aerial Navigation which bas just been held in Paris. 
They were adopted by the Oongi-ess and introduced into its resolu-
tions. The following is the text of the Resolutions voted by the 
Congress: 
"GE:NERAL RESOLUTIONu 
"The First International Congress of Aerial Navigation re-
solved to form itself into a permanent Congress. It is proposed 
that the 2nd Interna.tiona.1 Congress of Aerial Navigation be held 
in London1 June, 1923. It is recommended that permanent sections 
be formed in each of the countries represented at the Congress 
and that they keep in touch with the English Organization Committee 
with a view to preparing the questions to be studied at the 2nd 
Congress. 
MOTIONS OF THE TECHNICAL 'SECTION. 
f) 
"3rd - Study of the measures which may be adopted immediate-
ly in the test methods of aerodynamioal laboratories in order to 
make it possible to compare results; in particular to define the 
geometrical forms and the materia~·r~a.liza.tion of a large number 
of typioal models which. tested systematically· in well defined con-
ditions, would serve 1 in some sort, as a characterization of a wind 
.r 
tunnel; ~lso to bririg a.bout an agreement that the same oollection of 
such models be tested successively in the various laboratories._, 
"4th - Unification of the terms and notations employed in the 
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&erona.utical publicatione of the different countries, " 
T!"ie fl:.~~;.:::-e Lo~don Co"O£r.ess seems to be perfectly qualified 
to solve these questions of Standardization. Let us hope, however, 
that it will be really international and that we shall be able to 
shake hands there with scientists from the North, the South, the 
East and the West without any discrimination of nationalities.-
Let us also hope that the men attending the London Congress shall 
keep in mind that in the standardization of terms and symbols used 
in aerodynamics it is immaterial W'hich system is adopted provided 
that one is ado~ted by all. 
The U. s. National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronaµtics is to 
be complimented for t~king the initiative in adopting for wings 
the same coefficients used by the G8ttingen Laboratory; and French 
laboratories are going to do the same. I doubt, however, if Brit-
ish Laboratories shall be incli~ed to accept and to adopt terms 
and symbols other than their own. 
The differences noted between the various lab~ratories in 
comparing the experimental results obtained have induced them to 
come out of their isolation. 
In Ma..y, 1920, appeared a Memorandum by ?!iss Lang: "German 
Aerofoil Tests" (R. and M. No.695) in which the author compared 
the results of the N.P.L. closed tunnel with those of the old 
G8ttingen closed Wind Tunnel, obtained on the same wings. The 
polar curves agree perfectly, with a slight displacement of the 
lift and resistance curves in function of the ·incidence. 
On the other hand, the Eiffel Laboratory in its researches on 
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the causes of the disagreement between its own results and those 
obtained hy other laboratories, ha.a just found that this disa-
greement was due to the method of fixing the wings. The follow-
ing table summ9.rizes the numerical values of the elements of the 
resultant of the thick and cumbered wing, E.321, of the Joukowski 
type: 
Incidence l.{ETHOD OF ATTA CHMENT 
On the upper surface On the under surface of 
of the Wing the Win_g_ 
Kx Ky Kx Ky 
_90 o. 00119 0,00254 0 .. 00124 0.00518 
-6 0.00155 0.0153 o. 00138 o. 0172 
~ 
-3 0.00239 0.0278 o. 00194 0.0298 
0 0.00351 0.0398 o. 00279 0.0424 
3 0.00514 0.0519 0. 00418 0.0556 
6 0.00694 0.0630 0.00566 o. 0675 
9 0.00867 0.0710 0. 00732 0.0770 
12 0.0110 0.0763 o. 00945 0.0806 
Kx and Ky expressed in Kz/m 2 /m:sec. 
We see clearly that the old method of attachment, on the up-
per surface of the wing, gave muoh lower polar curves than the new 
method of attachment on t~e lower surface of the wing, now exclus-
ively employed in the Eiffel and St. Cyr Laboratories. 
Under these conditions the tests of wings in the open ~tun~~ 
,-._ nel of the Eiffel, St. Cyr 3.nd G8ttingen (new wind tunnel) labor-
. 
atories, agree perfectly. 
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lt would t~us appear that the results of tests on wing6 a~e 
the same for all laboratories, provided that the type of tunnel is 
the same, t~-;.at is,, that only tests ca.rr:l ed out j_n open tunnels shall 
be oompare.G together, or those carried out in closed tunneJs. We 
have thus only to find a means of com!aring the two syst~ms. This 
does not appear to be a very easy matter, for, experiments made at 
the Institute of St. Cyr, where' the experimental chamber can be 
proposed either open or closed, it is shown that the correction 
proposed by Professor Prandtl does not always accord with the ex-
perimental results, more especially in the case of a rather compli-
cated model. Thus, for a complete model of airplane the polar 
curves obtained in an open and a closed tunnel sca~cely differed 
while there was a notable difference in those obtained for single 
wings. 
I consider that this question of corrections to be applied to 
results of wind tunnel tests is one of the most impo~tant for tbe 
future Congress~ for the laboratories are far from agreeing on the 
subject. (As a correction depending on the internal structure of 
the airstream, I wou.1d point· out that of the N_P.L. due to pressure 
drop in closed tunnels, and for making corrections due to the·ratio 
between the dimensions of the model and those of the airstream, I 
' 
would point out first, Prandtl's correction for wings, previously 
mentioned, and then those of Fage-Collins (R. and M. No. 605) and 
Wood (R.- and M. No. 662) for propellers). 
Finally, the laboratories will have to make their results agree 
with those of test of full size aiTplanes. 
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We are aware that, as reg;i.rds this question, there are two op-
posite camps: that of the optimists and that of the pessimists. The 
former comprise chiefly those who are working in laboratories and 
who consider that their tests agree perfectly with those made on 
full size airplanes; generally speaking they estimate the error in-
volved not to exceed lo%. 
The pessimists, on the other hand, are quite ready to assert 
that "the results obtained in p:resent day laboratories are of no 
practical use"; they also say that the laboratories work at rates 
of airflow which are unstable in general, and very different from 
the conditions obtaining for airplanes in flight, and that, fo~ 
these two reasons, it is 'difficult ~nd even useless to attempt to 
make laboratory results agree • 
. Finally, we have the aircraft manufacturers •Rho take no inter-
est in such academical discussions and only seek one thing, namely, 
to be able to forecast the performances of the airplane they have 
designed as accurately as possible and with as little expense as 
may be, It is they who should off er a prize for nAn International 
Competition for Obtaining the Best Method for Predicting the Per-
formances of an Airplane," having special reference to predicting 
the performances of an airplane, the characteristics of which would 
be published some months before the free flight tests. By "per-
f orma.nces" I mean not only the values of the horizontal and verti-
cal speeds at various altitudes and at various throttles, but also 
the values of the foroes acting on the controls at various regimes. 
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Tte tests would be carried on by the Tec~nical Section of Aero-
nautics of the country of the aircraft manufacturers taking the 
i:c.i t:lativ~ in this matter. 
The Competition should be open to every one alike; to pessi-
mists as well as optimists :o but the latter should be obliged to use 
the test results of their laboratories on the model airp2ane. 
The discussion contributed by Prof. Prandtl, Prof. von Karman 
and col. Costanzi to W. Knight's article on "Standardization and 
Aerodynamics" has thrown e::ome additional light on the subject. 
Any further discussion on this matter giving the various 
points of view shall greatly help in formulating plans for organiz-· 
ing the proposed international Congress and with this end in view 
the present article was written. 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNA~ICS.* 
By Lieut. Col. Ing. R. Verd~zio, 
Director~ Aeronautical Experimental Institute, P.ome, Italy. 
The article pnblished by Wm. Knight, in the Aerial Age of 
June 20, on Standardization and Aerodynamics has given rise to a 
very int~resting discussion on the part of European scientists int-
eTested in the progress of aerodynamics (see discussion by Prandtl, 
Aer:i.al Age, January 21, 1922; discussion by Costanzi, Aerial Age, 
February 20, 1922; and discussion by W~ Ma.rgoulis, Aerial Age, 
Ua=ch 6, 1922); and I think it should be stated here the stand 
ta.ken by the Italian Aerona.utic3.l Experimental Ins-titute, about 
this matter, 
If we consider the progress made by the heavier-than-air and 
the lighter-than-air air~ta~t~. ~e see that although the cycle has 
not been the same for both, the characteristic phenomena of this 
progress have been the same for both. In both cases, we have an 
initial state of uncertainty during which early experiments, not 
very conclusive, hs.ve been followed by a better organic conception 
of future experiments which have laid out the needed foundation 
of the technique for attaining the necessary ~regress. 
When the thermodynamics and metallurgy both concurred in giv-
ing us a lighter and more powerful power plant, aeronautics enter-
ed a new era. The stage of uncertainty ended then and from that 
point on the progress made in aeronautics was both rapid and im-
portant. The airship and the airplane at that time became a prao-
tic~l reality. We had the necessary power for propelling them, 
* From Aerial Age, April 3~ 1922. 
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the theory of stability was sufficiently developed and we were able 
from that time on to ~esign and build aircraft sufficiently strong 
::.rJd aerodynamically sound. 
After this period of comparatively rapid progress, further 
pI'oP;;::ess has been made at a much slower space. 
The probl~m of improving upon th~ flying machine as it is at 
present~ is somewhat a harder problem for us today than it was the 
realization of t~e flying machine itself. At the present time ~e 
find that the fuselage of an airplane is of such a shape as it must 
be possessed by a body with good aerodynamica.l characteristics. 
This is also true of the wings. The aerial engine has also reach-
ed a stage of development ~here we cannot expect any revolutionary 
change in its design. Therefore, an increase in the efficiency of 
the flying machine can be obtained in the future only by ma.king a 
thorough study of the aerodynamical phenomena taking place in fly-
ing so as to be able to introduce such slight changes that we might 
be able to make in the present des~gns which will allow an increase 
in efficiency. As far as the engine is concerned we 3.re reduced 
to t~e point cf needing to improve upon the auxiliary organs more 
than upon the engine itself in order to incre~se the efficiency of 
the power pl~nt. In an airship we might try to improve upon the 
design of the gas bag, of the control planes, of the cables, and 
other attachments of the nacelle to the envelope and also improve 
upon the streamline shape of the nacelle itself. In an airplane 
we might try to reduce the air resistance of struts, landing gear 
and wings and investigate the interrelation existing between 
-w-
changes made on each single pa.rt. For instance, in reducing the 
air resistance of a wing we keep in mind the fact that although a 
thinner wing offers less air resistance than a thicker wing, due 
to the fact that the thinner wing needs to be bx-aced with struts 
and cables~ the total aerodynamicr efficiency of a thinner wing 
with its struts and cables is less than the efficiency of a thick 
wing without reinforcing members. Thus we see that monoplanes 
with thick wings are often to be preferred to biplanes needing 
struts and cables in their construction. In designing fusels.ges 
we improve the aerodyna.mica.l efficiency of them by enclosing in 
them both pilots and passengers. 
In conclusion, the airplane designer at the present time has 
not· a wide field from which to ~ick up improvements for his design. 
At the latest international aeronautical exhibition which took 
place recently in Paris, we have seen that the general lines of air-
planes have remained the s9l?le as they were a few years ago. No 
revolutionary changes in design have appeared in the last few 
years. We therefore arrive at the conclusion that the oycle·of 
evolution in~the design of flying machines has reached now a stage 
when improvements must be looked for, not any more in the conceP-
tion of the flying machine itself, but rather in the details inher-
ent to the present design. 
At the latest aeronautical international congress which took 
place in Paris, last November, the problem of what should be done 
in order to further the advance of aeronautics was such a problem 
that everybody felt rather keenly and when the discussion was open 
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about what is to be expected from aerodynamics as a science for con-
tributing to the solution of the engineering problems involved in 
the design of airpla~es, all the technical men agreed that the time 
had arrived for establishing a closer cooperation among themselves 
and their studies. France, Spain, Belgium and Italy, through their 
representatives, advised the desirability of arriving at an agree-
ment about the standardization of the nomenclature used in the tech-
nical works. 
As a representative of the Italian Aeronautical Engineering 
Association, as the Director of the Aeronautical Experimental In-
stitute of Rome, and as a representative of the Aerodynamical and 
power plant section of the Polytechnic Institute of Turin, I brought 
to the attention of the second commission of the International Aero-
nautical Congress, that due to the initiative of Mr. Wm. Knight, 
while acting as Technical Assistant in Europe to the United States 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, an exchange of views 
about the matter of coop'eration among British, American, French, 
German and Italian laboratories bad al~eady been started about two 
years ago. One and one-half years ago, the British N.P.L. suggest-
ed a number of cooperative tests to be conducted on models in the 
various wind tunnels of those laboratories to which the invita-
tions had been extended to participate in these tests. These tests 
being made :fo.r the purpose of determining bow the results obtained 
in each wind tunnel would compare with results on tests on the same 
or equal models in other wind tunnels. The Aeronautical Experimen-
tal Institute accepted the invitation to participate in these tests 
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but since that time ~e have not heard any more from our British 
friends and the suggestion made by them has not been realized. 
Besides, however, the need of obtaining a more intimate knowl-
edge of the comparative value of the testing equipment used by the 
various a~rodynamical laboratpries, we have very keenly felt the 
handicap as brought about by the laok of agreement between technical 
men of all countries not employing the same notations and symbols 
for expressing the results of their investigation in technical 
works& 
The Depaxtment of Italian Aeronautics, in order to try to elim-
inate such a handicap, in a bulletin issued by the Experimental 
Division, suggested about one year ago, the adoption of a set of 
symbols and definitions, which since then has been revised and sim-
plified and which, I suggested to the International Aeronautical 
Congress, could be taken as a basis for disousslon in order to 
arrive at an agreement. In the ensuing discussion, Prof. R. Soreau 
made the remark that considering the fact tbat the various Aero-
nautical Laboratories represented there, wore Government institu-
tions, it was not possible to arrive at e..ny definite conclusion 
without the official intervention of the various Governments, but 
he suggested that the various technloal men and direc!iors of aero-
nautical laboratories, taking part in the discussion, should.try 
to exchange their views on this matter and reach some sort of an 
agreement, and at t~e end of the Congress, a resolution could be 
adopted inviting the under-secretary of state of French Aeronau-
tics to take the initiative in inviting representatives of the 
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de~~rtmentsof aeronautics of other countries to meet together for 
the purpose of agreeing on the standardization of aeron~~tical 
terms and chaxaoteristics. This suggestion as :made by P~of. Soreau 
was heartily approv~d by the technical men and it was hoped by 
them that some such action as outlined by Prof_ Sorea.u,. would be 
taken before concluding the works of Congress. However, at the 
joint meeting of the various commissions when the conclusions of 
the second commission about this matter were presented and dis-
cussed upon, the resolution was adopted with a ~umber of changes 
and modifications and one of the changes made was the suppression 
of the meeting of the technical representatives of Aeronautical 
laboratories, which had been reccmman~ed. 
It is out of the question that the present state of affairs 
when all sorts of symbols, no:tations and graphical methods are 
-µsed in technical publications, makes it "t,tery difficttl:t for the 
designers of airplanes to make use of the experie~ce gained by 
experimental works conducted in the various laboratories in Europe 
and the United States and which are expressed by teocnicai men of 
the various countries in so different and sometimes so contradic-
tory ways. 
As we said before, progress in aeronautics at the pTeeent 
stage of development must be looked forward to improvements of de-
tails rather than in the change of the.general conception of the 
design of the present flying machine. These improvements oan 
quite notice~bly increase the efficiency and the security in 
flight of the flying machine ~nd this can be obtained by the-unit-
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ed efforts of all those who are engaged in the study of aeronauti-
cal problems; therefore, every effort should be made in ma.king 
available to designers and other technical men, the results of 
the rese~rch work conducted in aeronautical laboratories without 
imposing on them the strain of memorizing symbols and defini-
tions adopted by all the countries. 
The initiative taken by Wm. Knight and the suggestion made 
by him of calling a congress of representatives of aeronautical 
laboratories and other scientific organizations interested in 
aeronautical problems, both in the United states and Europe for 
the purpose of agreeing on the standardization of te:rms, nota-
tions and graphical methods of representation which has already 
been endorsed by Prof. Prandtl and Prof. Karman and otters is a 
very timely suggestion and as far as Italian aeronautics is con-
cerned, we shall be very glad to.copperate in the realization of 
such plans, which we endorse unreservedly. 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAMICS.* 
By Dr. Ing. Rieb.a.rd Katzmayr, 
Aerodyna.mica.l Laboratory of the Technischen Hochsohule 
of Wien, Austria. 
With reference to the suggestion made by Wm. Knight in the 
Aerial Age, of June 20, 1921, for calling a congress of repre-
sentatives of aeronautical laboratories in Europe and in the U~:'.1,­
ed States in order to arrive at an international agreement on the 
subject of wind-tunnel experimental woxk and standardization of 
aerodynamical terms and symbols used in aeronautical technical 
works, I wish to express the point of view of both Prof. Triz. 
Richard Kneller and myself on this subject. 
After the very interesting discussion in the Aerial Age, by 
Prof. Prandtl (Oct. 3 1 1921), by Prof. Karman (Jan. ~a, 1922), 
by Col. Costanzi (Feb. 20, 1922), by Yr. ~argoulis {~aroh 6, 1922), 
and by Col. Verduzio (April 3, 1922), of Mr. Knight's article on 
nstandardization and Aerodynamics," I think it is well to state 
the stand taken on this matter by our laboratory. 
In the issue of Aerial Age which appeared on October 3, 1921, 
Prof. L. Prandtl insisted on the absolute necessity of having an 
airstream of great constancy and freedom from eddies if wind-
tunnel experiments are to have any practical value, and showed 
how such an ideal airstream can be obtained in practice. As a 
matter of fact, the wind-tunnel of the Aerodynamic Institute, at 
G8ttingen happens to be one of the few that permit such excellent 
conditions, and it should not be difficult to build all future 
wind-tunnel installations to give equally good results, if Prof. 
From Aerial Age, May 8, 1922. 
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Prandtl's carefull~r-prepared specifications be closely adbered to. 
In the great majority of existing laboratories the airstreams that 
c~n be obtained with present a~~aratus are all but even, yet it 
would be uneaonomical and too radical to consign them to the scrap-
heap forthwith for that reason. 
It would be of great value, however, if it were possible to 
comp~re without further question results obtained upon similar 
models in different laboratories, and this is quite within present 
possibilities. It would only require the testing of a number of 
standard bodies (such as spheres, fusifoxms and one or two air-
foils), for their aerodynamip characteristics in all the leading 
laboratories and to compare results. To ·insure accuracy and to 
prevent slight differences in the models that might affect their 
behavior under test, the same set of models should be used in 
each experiment, no matter where performed. The several results 
thus obtained could then be used to establish what we might call 
a 11 laboratory faotorn or a constant which would express all those 
elements whioh are peculiar to the .J.a.boratory in question and 
which cannot be deduced mathematically~ as turbulence~ proportion 
of model to area. of a.irstream and espeoially the in~lue~ce of the 
means for fastening the model to the balance. It is not sufficient 
to teat merely a sphere~ as was suggested, as such investigations 
as have been made with wing models have given different results. 
At the present time a series of comparative tests ia being made 
between the laboratories in Vienna and G8ttingen and it is intend-
ed to send the models to all the other win4-tunneJ.s in Ge~many to 
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obtain a better basis for comparison. It would be advisable to 
h~ve this matter taken up by an international committee so as to 
inch.1de all the leading European and American ins ti ti1·tions .. 
Attention should be calJ.ed ·to the fact that for i:ractical 
pux~oses it is not always advisable to employ a current that is 
totally free from eddies, such a condition is never prevailing in 
free flight. The degree of turbulence in the Vienna wind-tunnel 
h~ppens to be such that the results therein obtained ca.n be adopt-
ed without further correction, and several comparisons of full-
s ized aircraft with their models (usually in l ~ 15 ratio). have 
shown a remarkable correlation of the actual flight performance 
with the results calculated from wind-tunnel tests. It was noticed 
that an increase in turbulence bas the same effect as the increas-
ing of vi, which fact is of importance to laborator~es of small 
v 
dimensions and comparatively slow airspeeds# which are thus enabled 
to give satisfactory results with lower cost of construction and 
maintenance. For purely theoretical measurements, however, an 
airstream ~ithout turbulence is essential. 
Regarding the size of the models and the best airspeed to be 
used, it may be observed that the results obtained duzing the past 
ten years in the Vienna laboratory with a standard airfoil of 
~00 x 150 mm and in an airstream of 18 meters per sec have proven 
very satisfactory. 
Of great importance is the correct fastening of the models in 
the airstream. They ahouJ.d be so secured that t~e flow around the 
model is not disturbed~ and yet a very stiff and inflexible mounting 
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is essential. At Vienna this is obtained by means of four wires 
and a streamlined supporting rod 2.5 millimeters thick. 
In Aerial Age of October 3d, Prof. Prandtl commented upon the 
advantages of reducing the airspeed to the equivalent expression 
for height v2g 
2 as first proposed in 1914 by Prof. Kneller and 
adopted by all German laboratories since 1917. He also advocated 
the general introduction of absolute coeff ioients. 
One of the most necessary tasks of such an interna.tional com-
mittee is the stands.rdization of aerodynamic definitions and units. 
Without prejudice toward the labor of the future committee the most 
widely used expressions and their generally accepted meaning may be 
. 
summarized here. 
In Austria the following symbols have been decided upon: 
v2 
p = ""2" g = Velocity pressure, dynamic air pressure, head. 
v =resultant velocity, flight speed in meters per second 
or feet per second. 
v = the same in KM per hou;r or M. per hour. 
F = Wing surface or wing area. 
R = Resistance. 
A = Lift. 
w = Drift. 
N = Normal force. 
T = Tangent force. 
~1', gA) ~=Unit air resistance, unit lift, unit drift, or 
absolute coefficient of res. , lift or drift. · 
e = Center of pressure. 
M = Ne = Torque. 
E = Ratio W A .. 
X = Angle of incidence. 
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The following is an exposition of the choice of the above 
symbols: 
p stands for "velocity pressure~~ and is well nigh interna-
tional (pressure in English, press·ion in French, pres.sung in German) 
being derived from the common Latin root premo (to ~ush). 
v and V for "velocity," derived from the La.tin 11 velocitas." 
F for surface, ~ith reference to the English and French 
(sur)fa.ce and the German fJl!.che, all of which are derived fro~ 
"facies. n 
R was chosen for "resistance," a word identical in most lan-
guages; also stands for the Ge:Lman "resultierend.e" (resultant). 
Hitherto R was resolved into its components L (1ift) and 
D (drift), corresponding to the French Ry and Rx and the Germa.n 
A and W, the assumption being that L is perpendicular and D 
parallel to the line of flight. To speak a.bout 11 lift 11 in this 
sense, however, is not strictly correct, inasmuch as a. strict inter-
pretation of that word assumes a force that is vertical with respect 
t.o the horizon and is equal and opposite to gravity, ·&hioh condi-
tion in actual flight is but seldom true. It would therefore be ad-
visable to use another symbol in every lan~.J.age. Prof. Kneller 
proposes to replace "lift» by "shear" - as expressing more correctly 
the action of a force which is perpendicular to another force inde-
pendently of the latter's direction in spa,c~. The word 11 shearn be-
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ing an engineering term meaning a force acting perpendicularly to 
the grain of a given material {Germa.n·ror shear= "sohubkraft"). 
S would be a better symbol in spite of the fact that the correspond-
ing French word is 11 cisaillement. n 
The present symbol for drift or drag could be retained~ and the 
present German expression (rucktrieb) could be replaced by "druck, n 
meaning to pull, or pressure; and a mathematica:I.ly more correct ex-
pression. D therefore fits all languages and should be retained. 
Another proposal made by the present writer would substitute Z and 
X for L and D. The advantage thereof lies in the internationallt. 
understood application and the faot that the resistance R is actu-
ally resolved into two oomponeuts which a.re vertical only to each 
other and belong to a system of coordinates of which the X axis is 
parallel to the line of flight~ The aerodynamic expert is already 
familiar with the practice of referring moments of stability to this 
system, the axes being assumed to be identical with the theoretical 
axes of the machine itself~ 
The symbols N for normal f oroe and T for tangent force are 
internationally self evident and require no explanation. 
As Yr. Knight has observed, the greatest difficulty is enooun-
tered with the expressions OR CA CW :I , • In Germany and Austria they 
stand for dimensionless or "absolute" coefficients, ~hich are obtained 
by dividing the.forces R, A. W by the area F and the pressure ~, 
as given by the equations R = OR F p~ A = CA F :p,, and W = CTI F p. 
To express these quantities as "unit forces" is better,, it being gen-
erally easier to understand a ma.thematical formula when every factor 
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stands for a definite and concrete entity rather than a purely phil-
oso:phic concept. After all CR, CA, oW are '1fo:roesn in the acoe:ptet 
sense, for they express a weight in kilograms which would act on a 
one square meter of surface under a dynamic pressure of 1 millimeter 
hydrostatic pressure. To write with a small (O) immediately con-
veys the impression tba.t a coefficient is expressed, and writing it 
before the symbol prevents misunderstanding with exponents. This 
method of writing instantly indicates what force the ooeff icient 
refers to and is therefore easier to read than either the English 
{kt, kn) the French (kx, ky) or the German (Ca, Cw) in all of which 
the stress is laid on the quantity as a nooefficient" and the force 
that it refers to is merely indicated by a small letter below. To 
avoid every mistake it should be noted that 
0A = 200 kL = 1600 ky = Ca 
In addition in Austria the following symbols have been accepted: 
8 A for "specific li:fit 11 as per the expression A = eAp and rA for 
ureduced lift" as per the :!='ormula A = rA F. These expressions have 
been found very useful.. Of course the prefixes s and r have inte:..:-
nationa.l significance in this respect. 
The symbol e to indicate the distance of the center of pres-
sure from the upper airfoil surface ba.s been in use in Germany and 
Austria for over ten years with good results. In other countries 
this quantity is seldom made use of~ Whether e is ~he~best symbol 
for this expression is a matter that should be decided by the com-
mittee. 
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M .8.$ an expression for torque is a well known symbol in me-
cha.nios, and it is advisable to r~tain it for that reason. Mathe-
matically M = N x e and since N is nearly equal to A the ex-
pression M = A x e can be safely used for approximations. In 
Austri~ the special symbol ay ~ A x e has been adopted. 
Just as we have units o:f foroe we can have a "unit of torque 11 -
also a.n abatra.ct coefficient. For its expression CM baa been 
devised with its corollary cay. We can, therefore, write 
M ::; CM x F x p ~ t and a.y J:: CS.J! x F x p x t 
in whioh "tn is the chord. 
·t expresses in Germany the ratio ~ and ~ the angle of in-
cidence. Whether these symbols should be interna.tiona.lized is fit 
subjeot for disoussion_ 
Regarding the graphic representation of test results it ma.y 
be observed tha.t the Vienna. laboratory conforms itself to the stand-
ards prevailent throughout Germany .. 
It would be ~ery desirab~ to come to some international agree-
ment regarding the unification and standardization of aerodyna.mioa.l 
expression's, and we hope that Mr. Knight will succeed in eliminat-
ing s-uch ob.jections as still, perhaps, exist, toward the sa.tisfa.c--
tory solution of this important matter, 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAMICS. * 
By E. B. Wolff, 
Director, Rijka-Studienst voor de Luchtvaart, Amsterdam, Nederland. 
The discussion brought up by William Knight in the Aerial Age 
of June 20, 1921, on "Standardization and Aerodynamics" has given 
rise to a very interesting expression of the views on this subject 
of the most important aerodyna.mica.l laboratories in Europe (see 
previous issues of Aerial Age, article by Prof. Pra.ndtl, October 
3, 1921; article by Prof. von Karman, January 2, 1922; article by 
Bolf Costanzi, February 20, 1922; article by W. Ma.rgoulis, March 
6, 1922; article by Col. Verduzio, April 3, 1922; and article by 
Dr. Katzmayr, May 8, 1922). I think I should state what is the 
stand taken b~ the Rijks-Studiedienat voor de Luchtvaart on the 
matter of Standardization of graphical methods of representation 
of results of tests made in aerodynamical laboratories, standard-
ization of symbols and ooeff icients used in technioa1 aeronautioa.l 
publications in v~rious countries, eto. 
The desirability of reaching an international agreement on 
this very important matter, as suggested by Wm. Knight, bas al-
ready been voiced in the Aerial Age by eminent scientists and 
aeronautical experts and, in my estimation, as well as in the es-
timation of Dr. o. Koning and Dr. A. G. Baumbauer of the Section 
for Aerodynamica.l Tests of our Institute, we must express our sol-
idarity with the idea. of international scientific cooperation in 
aeronautics which has been championed by Wm. Knight, with whom we 
From Aerial Age, June 19. 1922. 
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have already discussed several times this matter during the last 
few years while he was the Technical Assistant in Europe to the 
U. S. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
It seems to us that it should not be d~ffioult to come to an 
agreement on this point, as the importance of standardization in 
aerodynamics will be granted by all aerodynamica.l experts and the 
I change from the system originally used by a laboratory to the one 
that will be adopted as the international standard system will not 
offer serious difficulties. Moreover, a discussion on these ques-
tions may be a welcome introduction to further international coop-
eration and understanding. An aerodynamical coefficient which 
stands at the present time in great need of standardization is the 
coefficient vi (Reynolds number) for model tests. Considering 
the diameter and the maximum velocity of the existing wind tunnels, 
it would perhaps be possible to divide them in groups, each g~oup 
making routine-tests at the same value of vi (such as tests on 
wing ~actions and airplane-models) in order to make the results of 





Vin VD in 
Wind Tunnel M/eec Din Y Y.2/ sec 
N.P .. L. 4 :rt. 15 1.22 18. 3 
N.P. L. 3 ft .. 21 0,91 19.l 
Ya.ssaohusetts Institute of Technology 29 1,22 35 .. 4 
N.P.L. 7 ft. Nr.l 20 2.13 42. 6 
N. P. L. 7 ft. Nr.2 26 2.13 55. 4 
Rijks-Studiedienst voor de Luchtvaart (Holland) 35 1.60 56. 0 
Eiffel (Auteuil) 30 2.00 60.0 
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Ta.ble l ( Con..:t.._) 
Vin VD in 
Wind Tunnel M/sec D in M M2/seo 
Tokio (Ha.rine) 30 2 .. 00 60,0 
Saint Oyr 40 2&CO 80.0 
McCcvk l:i'5.eld 235 o. 36 8~.6 
Ie·d.tuto Sperimente.le de Aeronautica. (Rome) 50 2.00 100.0 
G8ttjngen 50 2,24 112. 0 
L~tschiffba.u Zeppelin 50 3. co 150.0 
Da3·ton 6'7 2.50 167.5 
In Table 1 the values of V (maximum velocity) in meters per 
second, tnose of D (diameter or side of the square of the working 
portion) in meters, and the product VD are tabulated for some of 
the existing wind tunnels. The product VD is the deciding factor 
of the maximum value of vi a.t which tests can be ma.de. This table 
shows that there are a number of wind tunnels for which the values 
of VD show only small differences. 
Compa.rative tests in the different wind tunnels is another im-
portant aspect of the proposed international cooperation. 
Although we have at the time joined Wm, Knight in his effort to 
bring about a comparison of results of model tests on sta.ndard-
models in different laboratories, we should like to point out some 
difficulties which will perhaps ma.ke it desirable to introduce some 
slight changes in the comparative tests program now under consider-
ation when one or two models are successively tested in the wind 
tunnels of different laboratories, as has been proposed values 
found for the lift~ drag, etc., will not be the same. The question 
will then arise, Wba.t is the reason for th&differences and which 
value must be considered as the true one? 
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The differences found ma.y be ca.uaed by the following factors, 
which oan be &rranged under three.ms.in headings: 
First, there are errors caused by the method of measurement 
of the f orcea. Here we must mention the interference of suspension 
members with the flow past the model, and the correction needed for 
the forces acting on the pa.rte of the weighing apparatus projecting 
into the wind stream, and also errors of the weighing apparatus it-
self and errors due to the instruments used for measuring the air 
velocity. 
Second, the influence of the boundaries of the airstrea.m upon 
the results. 
Third, the differences which are due to the nature of the air-
stream itself - irregularities of the velocity of the airstrea.m in 
different parts of the oross-seotion and in regard to time. turbu-
lence of every kind and variations of static pressure. It seems to 
us that it would be greatly desirable to separate errors ca.used by 
these three groups of ca.uses in order to reach a sound comparison 
of wind tunnel oharacteristios, and this oan be done by pursuing 
the follo~ing experimental ~rogram: 
1. Experiments on the different methods of suspension of models 
and a oritioal study of the different kinds of weighing mecba..niams 
and ~elocity measuring devices used by the various laboratories. 
2. Experiments and theoretical investigation of the influence 
of the finite dimensions of the airstream. 
3. Experiments on the iniluence of irregularities of the flow 
and of turbulence around d.iff erent kinds of models. 
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4. A thorough exploration of the airstream of the wind ~~nnels 
as to turbulence, regularity of the velocity and varj.ation in sta.t-
ic pressure,. 
The experiments listed under 1, 2 and 3 need not be carried 
through in every wind tunnel. This pa.It of the work c~n be ~one 
by laboratories, which are best fittec for this wo=k and dispose 
of differen.;tewind tunnels so that their ordinary work is not too 
much retarded by .these long systematic teste. Some of this wurk 
has already been done.* Only the experiments mentioned under 4 need 
to be done in every existing vtlnd. tun:nely 
The results of a comparison of this kind will be tr.at an in·t!f.-
mate knowledge will become available of the inhe:rent quality of the 
airstream of each laboratory. When, from tile tests g~o~ped above 
· under 1, 2 and 3, we shall have. learned the influence of the differ-
ent factors upon the results of the tests, it will be poss:!.ble to 
draw conclusions about the exact meaning of such tests. 
A program, as set forth above, will necessarily take a great 
deal of time; but it seems to us that such a proe'"I"am vould not 'be 
too much of a burden on the laboratories and would lead to a knowl-
edge of the actual conditions under which research work is carried 
which will be of great help to the progress of the soien~ifio end 
of aeronautics. 
However, it is desirable to have without further delay some 
preliminary base of comparison,, and for this reason the a.do:p·~lon 
of a preliminary limited program of investigation as suggested by 
Wm. Knight would be acceptable to us. 
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The superintendent of the aerodyn~mical section of the Fa.tio:;a,l 
P~sical Laboratory in Teddington informed us that he is actually 
experimenting on some models prior. to the circulating of them 
through the different laboratories which are willing to make the 
necessary experiments, and we are awaitj_ng with interest the mater-
ialization of this preliminary form of international cooperation 
in scientific work, which we hope will become more intimate and 
effective as time goes on. 
* See articles: 
On the influence of the suspension part;s: 
Robert - Utilisation des resultats des essais. Rapports du 
Premier Congres International de la Navigation Aerienne. Vol.I, ~.l. 
Preliminary experiments of the effect on the experimental re-
sults of the method of sus:t:ending the ;nodel in aerodyna.ruic measure-
ments. Verslagen en Verhandelingen van den Ryks-Stud1edienst voor 
de Luchtvaart, Amsterdam. Vol. I, p,54. 
Irving, H.Ba, and Jones, c. N. - Note on the foxm and resis-
t~nce of the spindle used by the N~P.L. for standard tests of 
18" x 3" airfoils. R&M 418. Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
On weighing meohanisms: 
Warner, E. P •. , and Norton, F. H. - Wind tun~el ba.J.ances. 
Report No. 72. National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics. 
On the influence of the boundaries of the airstream: 
Prandtl, L. - TragflUgeltheorie II. Nachr. von der K8n. Ges. 
d. Wiesensch. zu G8ttingen, p.123. 
Prandtl, L. - Applications of modern hydrodynamics to aeronau-
tics. Report 116. National Advisory O:o~.mittee for Aeronautics~ 
p. 51. 
On the influence of turbulence: 
Wieselberger, c. - Der Luftwiderstand von Kugelen. Zeitschrift. 
·Flugt. u. MotorlUftsch. f. 1914, p, 140. 
Relf~ E. F., and Lavender, T. - The effect of upwind dist~rb­
ances in the air current of the cr.a.nneJ. upon the forces on models, 
with special reference to the effect on the drag of an airship 
model. R&M 597. Advieo ry Committee for Aeronautics;.. 
On the influence of the- fall of static pressure: 
Horizontal buoyancy in ~ind tunnels. Technical Note Nor23~ 
National Adviso~y Committee for Aeronautics. 
** Part of this work has been done,, too, we have published our 
results regarding velocity distribution in the wind tunnel of 
the Ryks-Studiedienst voor de Luchtv-c..a.rt: 11Verslagen en Verhs.ndel-
ingen van den Ryks-Studiedienst \roor de Luchtvaart," Vol. I, 1r94Jl!,.p. 11. 
We presume that a great deal of unpublished results obtained in 
other tunnels could be collected. 
- so..,. 
STANDARDIZATION AND ,A.ERODYNA~UCS. 
By Dr. A. F. Zahm, 
In Charge of AeTodynami ca]. L9.boratory, 
Bureau of Construction and Repair, U. S. N. 
Wi t-h fu:i:ther reference to the article on 11 Standarcliz~"tion _ 
a.nd Ae:rodyn'3.mics, 11 published by W:illiam Knight in the Aerial Age 
of June,20~81921, and the subsequent discussion in the Aerial Age 
of tbe suggestions therein contained, as contributed by Prof. 
Prandtl (October 3, 1921), Prof. von Karman (J~nuary 2, 1922), 
Col. Costanzi (February 20, 1922), W. "..a.rgoulis (Ua:rch 6, 1922), 
Col. Verduzio (April 3, 1922), Dr. Katzmayr (~ay 8, 1922), Dr~ 
Wolff (June 19, 1922), regarding the comp~xison of methods of 
aerodyn3.Ulic measurement and expression, I should say that it would 
now be opportune to have a representative corru:nittee appointed to 
formulate a program for such work. 
The inclusion of a very great nu.T'Q.ber of laboratories in the 
comparative.tests does not seem advisable at the beginning. If 
a few of the foremost ones, testing not too difficult ~odels, 
can obtain identical results, a good start will ha~e been made. 
Such tests already are in progress in this country and elsewhere, 
but without a common plan of attack, and without a common formu-
lated theory to furnish guidance and precaution. 
The experimental program should be at le~st as comprehensive 
as the one pro~osed by Dr. E. B~ ~olff, in the Aerial Age ~eekly 
for June,19~21922. .An accurate exploration of the air stream, 
before the insertion of the model and during the test, should es-
* From Aerial ~e, September, 1922. 
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~ecially not be overlooked by the experimentalists. . In two parers 
published by the National Advisory committee for Aeronautics*, 
I emphasized this feature when the committee was working on its 
program for comparative wind tunnel tests. 
The most direct way to study accurately and convincingly the 
correction to be made for Reynolds number vt/D, in applying 
model data to aircr~ft, would be to insert the full-scale craft 
in a wind tunnel of suitable size. A fully equipped ai~lane, 
for example, could easily be sup~orted on a.wire b3.lance in sucb 
a tunnel, and given a comprehensive test when in natural working 
condition, including its po~er plant and obsarvers. 
Such a tunnel should ha.ve a throat measuring in cross-section 
rather more than 10 x 20 meters, and maintain a uniform air stream 
at 10 to 30 or more meters per second. The propulsive system re-
quired to uaintain such a stream, at 10o% efficiency, would be of 
slightly less than 170 metric horsepo~er for 10 meters a second, 
and roughly 4500 horsepower for 30 meters pe= secord. A tunnel of 
5000 or more horsepower might well be recolil!llended. 
The first cost of such a tunnel would be of the as.me order 
as that of the largest airship shed or ~stronomical observatory. 
The cost of operating with very high speeds could be limited by 
choosing a site near the cheapest source of power. The cost does 
not seem to be prohibitive either to a nation or to a wealthy 
patron of science. 
The question now raised is as to the value to aeronautics of 
* Report No. 139 - Influence of Model Surface and Airflow Texture 
on Resistance of Aerodynamic Bodies. 
Note No. 23 - Horizontal Buoyancy in Wini Tunnels. 
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a full-sea.le wind tunnel for both absolute and comparative tests. 
If it be considered very desirable, the representatives of aero-
dynamics might do well to indicate its advantages. For if the tun-
nel should appear to be of sufficient importance, the ~lanning and 
paying for it would perhaps not offer very formidable difficulties. 
One on ~ continent would suffice for tne present. Various engi-
neers with whom I have discussed the need for a full-scale tunnel 
are of the opinion that it would be more useful to mankind than 
another great astronomical observatory, or mammoth airship shed. 
In fact a large airship shed might be used as the housing for such 
a tunnel till its permanent ~alue could be ascertained. 
A full-scale tunnel would have some obvious advantages. It 
would furnish a uniform ~ind throughout the year, itrespective of 
~7ea.ther or season. lfodels ~nd full-sea.le craft or parts thereof, 
whether inherently stable or unstable~ could be held steady at any 
attitude to the wind undisturbed by gravity or gusts. The meas-
urements of forces; moments, pressure distributions, flow distri-
butions, could be made under constant conditions and with station-
ary instruments. Similar models varying greatly in size could be 
used~ thus enlarging the range of v7,/D. The effect of varying 
the surface texture, or structural details of full-scale era.ft, 
aud the effect of ageing and distortion, could be studied. Laws 
of comparison between models and full-sea.le craft could be more 
exa.ctly established when needed, and in some cases dispensed with 
by putting the actual ships to direct test. 
If an international committee is to consider methods of ex-
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perimentation, laws of comparison, and forms of expression, it 
might well include within its scope not only the work of ordinary 
win1 tunnels but also that of a compressed air tunnel, a full-
sca.le tunnel if possible, and actual flight tests. 
' 
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STANDARDIZATION AND AERODYNAMICS.* 
By William Knight, ~.E. 
On June 20, 1921, I publis~ed an article in the·Aerial Age 
under the title "Standardization and AerodyDamics" in which the 
suggestion was ma.de of the desirability of c~lling a congress of 
representatives of leading aerodynamic laboratories, without any 
discrimination between former allies and former enemies, for the 
pu:r:pose of arriving at an understanding as to the coordination of 
laboratory work in aerodyna.mios leading to a better utilization of 
scientific research knowledge in aeronautics in the interest of 
all concerned in this matter. 
In that article I presented a number of suggestions contained 
in a report of mine to the National Advisory Comm.ittee for Aeronau-
tics which I had submitted to tha.t organization in 1919 while I 
was representing that Committee in Euxope. 
The suggestions contained in that report can be summarized as 
follows:-
The ap~ointed task of the proposed Congress of representatives 
of aeronautical laboratories and other aeronautica.l technical and 
scientific organizations should be:-
1st - To agree on a number of tests to be ma.de in existing wind 
tunnels both in this country and in Europe on some standard model~ 
or models, with a view of dete:rmining the influence of local condi-
tions prevailing in each wind tunnel (method of attachment of the 
model to the forces measuring device, dimensions of model as comps.r-
* From Aerial Age, December, 1922. 
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ed to the dimensions of the wind channel, state of turbulence of 
the airflow, eta.) and the necessary corrections to introduce into 
the calculations of the results obtained in eaoh wind tunnel on 
the same model in order to bring such results in line with those 
obtained in other wind tunnels. 
At preeent suoh a di·vergency exists between experimental re-
sults obtained in various wind tunnels, when no such divergenoy 
should exist, tbat the confidence of aircraft manufacturers and 
designers in the usefulness of wind tunnel research work is badly 
shaken. Such a da.ngerous. situation could be corrected with the 
organized cooperation of ·so;l.entieits· and ·technioa.l men engaged in 
research work in.aeronautics who ·know better than anybody else 
where th~ trouble is to be .fo~d and who, furthermore, a.re eager 
to ooopera.te with ea.ch other, if· th~ initiative is taken by some 
responsible party in calling ~ ;truly international congress of rep.. 
resentatives of aeronautioa.l scientif~c organizations for the pur-
pose of investigating the.ca.uses of the trouble and finding the 
remedy. 
2nd - The proposed Congress of Aero?l9.utica.l Experts should 
take up the matter of definitions, symbols and graphical method.a 
used in aeronautical repoxts~ books and other publications which 
at the present time, in the absence of any uniform standard accept-
ed and adopted by leading so"ientists and aeronautical organizations, 
same as are adopted in statics, dynamics and in the art of applied 
engineering~ (as for instance in the testing of materials} follow 
the line of thought of some particular group of teohnioa.l men with-
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out any reference to the symbols~ the terminology and the graphical 
methods of representation used by other groups of technical men in 
other countries. Here again we are confronted ~ith the fact that 
scientific and technical aeronautical reports and publications have 
no other excuse fo~ being edited than their usefulness in facili-
tating the task of aircraft designers and manufacturers in design-
ing and manufacturing better aircraft. 
It is already bad enough that the people of the world .do not 
talk the same language, if we add to this the self-imposed handicap 
of a different scientific language spoken in each country in aero-
nautical publications, I do not see how we are going to be fully 
benef itted by the efforts made by scientists and technical men all 
over the world who are trying to perfect for us a ne~ means of 
transportation -which will have a tremendous influence on the pro-
gress of this civilization of ours. 
We cannot too strongly insist on the fact that when in reading 
a report we are stopped either by the mea.~ing of a symbol or by the 
value of a coeffioient it is impossible to follow the sequence of 
ideas and the repoxt is usually thrown aside. 
The proposed oongzess can remedy such a state of things if 
the matter is approached in a true spirit of internationa.l cooper-
ation in the scientific and technical progress of aeronautics, by 
adopting some fundamental standards which, without any doubt, would 
be accepted by teccnical writers all over the world. 
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How the Discussion on Standardization Started. 
The suggestion contained in my article of Ju..~e 20, 1913, in 
the Aerial Age, gave rise to a very interesting ~iscussion in tha.t 
revie~ which was contributed by leading aeronautical authorities 
and, furthermore, it founi an echo in the First International 
Congress of Aerial Navigation and in an informal congress of lead-
ing scientists and technical men which was ~ecently held at Inns-
bruck (Tyrol). 
Considering the greit importance of tee subject and the urgent 
need of arriving at a praotic~l conclusion of the very regrettable 
state of affairs prevailing at present in the tecanical and scien-
tif.ic field of aeronauti ca.l work, due to the delay in calling the 
proposed congress of representatives of leading aeronautical labor-
atories, scientists and technical men engaged in aerona.utical re-
search ~ork in every country, a little histo:::y of the cs.se and a 
resume of the opinions expressed by leading aeronautical authori-
ties on this matter shall be probably helpful. 
In May, 1919, I was appointed Technical Assista~t in Europe 
to the National Advisory Com~ittee for Aeronautics for the purpose 
of establishing the promotion of a prompt ~nd co=dial exchange of 
scientific and technical data and information on reseaxch and ex-
perimental work in aeronautics and scier-ces thereto allied between 
the United States on the one ba.nd and the Governments, private in-
stitutions and individuals in Europe on the other h3.nd. 
In October, 1919, in a report to the National Advisory Commit-
tee for Aeronautics prepared by w. ?la.rgoulis, former director of the 
Eiffel Aeronautical Laboratory~ and at that time my assia+,ant in 
Paris and Aerodin~mical expert of the Paris office of the Committee, 
the need for the inauguration of a cordial spirit of cooperation 
between the various leading scientis·ts and organizations doing re-
search work in aeroD.3.utics both in Europe and in the United States 
was pointed out, and t~e suggestion was ma.de that the Committee 
should take the initiative in ozganizing a congress of representa-
tives of aeronautical laboratories to be held in Paris for the pur-
pose of arriving at a mutually satisfactory agxeement on the means 
to be devised for obtaining:-
lst - More reliable results in wind tunnel experimental work, 
based on a better knowledge of existing conditions in ea.ch wind 
tunnel, 
2nd - the adoption of uniform fundamental symbols and defini-
tions in aeronautical reports and publications~ 
3rd - the adoption of standard graphical methods of represen-
tation of ordinary test results so as to facilitate the comparison 
of results obtained in various- countries, 
4th - the adoption of a standard method of classification and 
indexing of aeronautical publications so as to facilitate research 
work. 
The National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics approved all 
of the above suggestions with the exce~tion, however~ that, consider-
ing the fact that the British Advisory Committee for Aeronautics bad 
contributed during the war a good deal more than the corresponding 
American Committee to the advs.ncement of aeronautics, it was deemed 
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desirable that the initiative in originating a move such as ! h9.d 
s12.ggested would be taken by the British rather than by ourselves. 
Accordingly I took up the matter with the British Advisory 
Com~ittee for Aeronautics and com!IlUnicated to them the views of 
the N.A.C~A. on this matter. 
In 1920, an invitation ~s issued by the British Advisory Com-
mittee for Aeronautics to our·own Committee and to the leading 
aeronautical laboratories in France, Holland and Italy to conduct 
a number of comparative teats in their various rvind tunnels on the 
same model - No invitation was· issued to German'lfand Austriap. labor-
atories to participate in these tests, and no ~revision was made 
for agreeing on the unifica.tion of symbols, definitions, graphical 
methods, etc. 
In June, 1~21, I resigned my position as Technical Assistant in 
Europe to the National Adv-isory Committee for Aeronautics, and I 
published in the Aerial Age under the title "Standardization and 
Aerodynamics" the suggestions cont~ined in my earlier report to that 
Committee regarding the organization of a Congress of representa-
tives of aeronautical laboratories both in Europe and in the United 
States. Since tba.t time the following comments have been expressed 
in the technical press and elsewhere on this subject:-
German eomme!lts. 
Prof. L. Prandtl, Director o·f the Aero dynamical Laboratory of 
the University of G8ttingen, Germany, and one of the foremost Germa.n 
scientists who has greatly contributed to the present stage of de-
velopment of Aerodynamics, approves of the idea of calling the pro-
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poi:;ed congress,, which, hmvever, he suggests should be preceded by 
a.n exuba.nge of views l:y co::r:respon.denoe between those :t:articipating 
in the congress, eo as to prepare the ground for a qi.:.ick settlement 
cf tnc various point~ involved. He off era a n11Thbex of valuable sug-
gestions a.a to the "NP..y- com:i;:arative tests sho"uld be made in the var-
ious wind tunnels in orde~ to bring about a better agreement between 
testing results obtained in vaxlous countries. 
Dr.- Ing. W. Hoff, Director of t:t.e Deutsche Versuchsanstalt filr 
Luftfahrt at Adlexshof, Germs.ny, in a letter addregsed to me,, en-
dorsed Prof. Prandtl 1 s comments and suggestions. 
Prof. von Karman, Director of the Aerodynamical L3.boratory of 
Aachen, Germany,, points out -t~e important need of reaching an agree-
men~ on the matter of standardization of symbols, coefficients and 
methods of measurement of airspeed in wind tunnels. He points out 
the many objectionable f.eatures of the present state of things which 
is fraught ~ith danger to the science of Aerodynamics - I'-e thinks 
that an internationa.l ae~onautical a-ssociatiun organized along t!le 
same lines as the Internatio~l Society for •resting Materio.lE would 
provide a very good pel'I!l.anent medium of exchange of views between 
scientists of all nations in the interest of Standardization - he 
approves of the idea of calling a congress of- representatives of 
aeronautical laboratories which he suggests should be instrumental 
in laying the· foundation of a perruane~t International Scientific 
Aeronautical Associatio~, (Aerial Age,, January 2, 1922). 
- '?-? 
Italian ao~en·~s. 
Col. Ing. G. Costanzi, former Director of the Royal Aircraft 
~sta.blishm.en'G in Rome, Italy, who du.ring and a.f·!ier t!le war was the 
rcpres!3nta.t;ive of t·he Italian Air Scr~vice to the Supreme Ws.r Coun-
cil in Versaillea, and the technical representative of Italy to the 
permanent Interallied Aerona.utice.1 Commission in Paris, approves un-
reservedly the calling of the Congress and the suggested matter to 
lay before the Congress for discussion. He emphasizes tae necessity 
of putting a stop to the prevailing la.ck of agreement between exper-
imental results obtained in various laboratories. He also states 
tha.t it would be unconceivable to reach any agreement in this matter 
without inviting the representatives of German Aeronautical Labora-
tories to the proposed Congress which, in his estimation, should be 
held in Germany, where aeronautical works of the highe•t order of 
both scientific and practical importance have been originated in the 
last few years (Aerial Age, February 20, 1922). 
Lieut. Col9 Ing. R. Verduzio, Director of the Aeronautical Ex-
perimental Institute in Rome, Italy, considers the suggestion as a 
timely one, approves the program laid out for the Congress and states 
that Italian Aerona.utica..l Services shall be very glad to cooperate 
to its realization (Aerial Age, April 3, 1922). 
Lieut. Col. A. Guidoni, Aeronautical Attache to the Italian 
Embassy in Washington, and a well known authority in aeronautics, 
suggests in a letter to the writer that the matter of the adoption 
of the metric system in aeronautical measurements should be taken up 
by the Congress in connec~ion with the matter of Standardization c: 
of Sy;nbols. He points out that the Interallied Aerons.utic~l Com-
mittee bad already started a. very impo:;::tant work of s·tandardiza.tion 
.,,...;::I-. 
which could be taken as a basis :,Jfi.I f:~rther 
ed Congress. ¥-1 ~ 
expansion by the propos-
\ .\. 
French C~ent' 
W. Margoulis, former Director of Eiffel Laboratory, Paris, 
France, discussing the tests suggested by the British Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics, points out that comparative tests in 
wind tunnels, in order to serve the purpose for which he original-
ly suggested them, must be both numerous and systematic in order 
that, as a whole,. they may characterize the airflow in ea.ch wind 
tunnel. The tests suggested by the British Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics are to be made on a model of streamline body supplied 
by the National Physical Laboratory and succregsively tested in the 
various laboratories in England, France, Holland, Italy, and the 
United States., Mr. Ma.:rgoulis ;points out that in October, l.920,. 
in a pa.per read by him at one of the monthly meetings organized in 
Paris by himself and the writer for the discussion of Aeronautical 
problems (and which was published in the "Technical Review of Aero-
nautical Works" issued by the Paris office of the National Advis-
ory Committee for Aeronautics) he suggested that comparative tests 
in wind tunnels, in order to be effective, must include tests on 
spheres, cylinders and streamline bodies of different dimensions 
and aspect ratio, tested at all available speeds in each wind tun-
nel and also in the open air on the aerodyna~ical truck of the 
St, Cyr Institute, so as to supply a much needed knowledge of free 
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fltiht.tests of models as compared to wind tunnel tests of the 
ea:~.:te models. (Aerial Age, March 6, 1922). 
Austrian CJI!'.lr!lents. · 
Dr. Ing. Richard Katzmayr, ~nd Prof. Ing. Richard Kneller, of 
the Aerodynamical Laboratory of the Technischen Hochschule of Wien, 
Austria, both agree on the urgent need of calling an International 
Congress of representatives of Aeronautical Laboratories and sug-
gest preliminary comparative tests in wind tunnels of various 
count+ies on standard bodies such as spheres, flttTee.mline bodies 
and one or two airfoils, the same models to be successively tested 
in the various wind tunnels. These ~reliminary tests to be made 
for the purpose of determining what the writers call a "laboratory 
factor" or a constant expressing . all those elements which are 
peculiar to each wind tunnel and which cannot be deduced mathe-
matically, such as: turbulence of the airstream, ratio between 
dimensions of model and dimensions of working section of wind 
tunnel and, especially, the influence of the method of fastening 
the model to the balance. 
Prof. Knoller and Dr. Katzmayr also state that one of the 
most important tasks of the proposed congress ~hould be the stand-
ardization of symbols and definitions used in aerodynamics and 
make suggestions along this line. Prof. Kneller as early as the 
year 1914 suggested the adoption of absolute· units in fundamental 
f ormulaa used in aerodynamics - as to the unification of methods 
of· graphical representation it is pointed out that both in Ger-




rr. E, B, Wolff, Director, D~. c. Koning and Dr. A. G. Baum-
ba::.ier in charge of the aerodynamical tests at the Aerodynamical 
Institute of Amsterdam (Rijks-~tudiedienst voor de Luchtvaart), 
entirely agree on the necessity of calling the proposed crongress 
and unreservedly approve of the suggested program of activities of 
such congress. On the matter of compa~ative wind tunnel.tests, 
they agree on the preliminary limited program suggested by myself 
but they suggest an additional number of systematic tests to be 
undertaken by only a few of the most up-to-date laboratories in 
order to separate the causes of errors in wind tunnel experimental 
work as due to: the method of measuring forces, the influence of 
the boundaries of the air stream and the nature of the air stream 
itself. This last cause of error, which includes: irregularities 
of the air velocity at different points of the cross section of 
the wind tunnel in regard to tiae, turbulence of every kind and 
variation of static pressure, however, should be investigated 
quite thoroughly in every wind tunnel (Aerial Age, June, 1922}. 
American Comments. 
Dr. A. F. Zahm of the Aerodynamioal Laboratory, Bureau of 
Construction and Repair, U. a Navy, believes that the inclusion 
of a very great number of laboratories in the comparative tests is 
not advisable at the beginning, but be is certainly in favor of 
making these.tests in the most important aerodynamical laboratories 
and he points out that in order to bring about the desired results, 
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th~ ex:pe~imental program adopteQ. should be at least as comprehen-
sive as the one suggested by Dr. E. B. Wolff in the Aerial Age of 
June 19, 1922, and should be followed ~P in accordance with a com-
mon plan of attack and with a common formulated theory to furnish 
guid.3.nce and precaution. In two papers published by the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (Note No. 23 and Repor~ No. 139) 
Dr. Zahm had emphasized this feature when the committee was working 
on its program of comparative wind tunnel. tests which we will men-
tion later on, He also believes that the most direct way to study 
accurately and convincingly the correction to be made for Reynolds 
numbers in applying model data to aircraft, would be to insert the 
full scale craft in a wind tunnel of suitable size and he suggests 
the building of a wind tunnel 10 meters in diameter by 20 meters 
long at the throat providing a wind stream of 10 to 30 meters per 
second and requiring about 5000 horsepower. In his opinion, such 
a wind tunnel would be more useful to aeronautics than anything 
else at the present time. (Aerial Age, September, 1922). 
In connection with Dr. Zahm's re~arks on the usefulness of a 
large wind tunnel allowing aerodynamica.l tests on full size air-
craft I might mention here that a complete project of a wind tunnel 
of the same dimensions and requiring the same power as the one men-
tioned by Dr. Zahm was prepared by Mr. W. Margoulis for the Belgian 
Government and was transmitted by myself to the National Advisory 
Committee for Aeronautics in 1920, strongly recommending that it 
should be taken under consideration~ Also~ in 1920, a project of a 
compression wind tunnel (this project also by Mr. Ha.rgoulis) was 
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submitte~ to the Committee by my office in Paris and eventually the 
tunnel bas now been built at Langley Field and shall probably prove 
to be a very useful testing device, without however detracting any 
from the very practical (although rather costly} usefulness of a 
large wind tunnel allowing making tests on full scale aircraft. 
The National Advisory Oommittee for Aeronautics, replying to a 
letter of mine of last May ~equesting a statement of the present 
views of the Committee on the matter of the Congress of representa-
tives of Aeronautical Laboratories wbich I suggested to them in 
1919, makes the following statements:-
(1) "The standard tests mentioned by the British Aeronautical 
Research Committee are entirely separate from the tests that we-have 
outlined for the wind tunnels of this country. There is, however, 
a connection bet~een the work of our Committee and the Canadian Air 
Board and it is contempla.ted that the models for test in wind tun-
nels prepared by the Aeronautical Research Committee will be for-
warded to our Committee by the O'a.nadian Air Board, after they have 
been tested in the wind tunnels in Canada.. By the same arrangement 
we will forward the models prepared by this Committee to the Canad-
ian Air Board, and it is contemplated tba.t when the tests of models 
are made in all the wind tunnels in this country, the models will be 
sent to Europe after tests bave been conducted in Canada.. 
(2) The aerodynamic laboratories of Ge:rmany and Austria were 
not excluded from the general list where it is proposed to have the 
models tested outside of the United States. 
(3) The Committee is very symp&.thetic in regard to reaching an 
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understanding with all countries for the standardization of symbols 
and methods of graphical representation used in aerodynamics. 
(4) The committee is not willing to take the initiative in the 
forming of an International Congress for the Standardization of aero-
dynamics. Such a congress must of necessity be international in 
scope and it would be impossible for the Committee to have an offic-
ial representative there, as the United States Congress does not 
look with favor upon the United States being officially represented 
at any international con£erence. We would, however$ ba.ve a repre-
sentative present who will probably join in the discussion but would 
not have the official standing necessary to vote. 11 
British C.omments. 
The British Aeronautical Research Co~mittee answering a letter 
of mine. requesting a statement of their point of view in the matter 
of the proposed Congress, writes to me:-
11Your letter of March 28th was brought to the attention of the 
Research Committee at their meeting of April 11~ 1922. · They were 
interested to learn of the steps that had been taken to provide a 
preliminary exchange of views between a number of experts who had 
communicated articles in the Aerial Age but they do not consider 
that the time is yet come for the proposed congress of representa-
ti vea of aeronautical research laboratories. Perhaps the best step 
that could be taken to coordinate the work of these different labor-
atories has already been projected, since the international trials 
on certain models have commenced and the models are en route to the 
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various laboratories approached by the British Aeronautioal Research 
Committee. It seems doubtful whether any additional advantage can be 
obtained in calling together 1 at a great expense, a congress of the 
proposed nature, since at present there is only a relatively small 
quantity of research work on aerodynamics being carrj.ed out through-
out the world, and the best means of coordinating work already pub-
lished arises with the collection of results of tests by the various 
laboratories on the same models, and this is in hand. 
We are not at present aware of what steps have been taken to 
coordinate the standardization of aeronautical terms and symbols. 
Some years ago, the Royal Aeronautical ?ooiety prepared a glossary 
of aeronautical terms 1 and later the American authorities prepared 
a similar glossary. These agree in most respects. Since tba.t date, 
the French authorities have translated the ~nglish glossary and are, 
we understand, in touch with the British Engineering Standards Assoc-
iation with reference to the new revision of the old glossary, w~ioh 
is being prepared by this Association in cooperation with the Royal 
Aeronautical Society, the Air Ministry, the Aeronautical Research 
Committee and other technical aeronautical bodies in this CDuntry." 
Comments Made at the First International Oongress 
- -' of Aerial Navigation. 
At the first International Congress of Aerial Navigation held 
in Paris in November, 1921, the matter of international cooperation 
in systematizing wind tunnel work leading to the adoption of uniform 
fundamental symbols and definitions was the object of a lively dis-
cussion contributed by representatives of French, Italian, Dutch, 
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Spanish, and other European aerona.uticsl laboratories. American an~ 
B~itish laboratories were conspicuously absent at this First Inter-
nitional Congress of Aerial Navigation and German Laboratories were 
not allowed to join. 
Mr. Herrer~> Director of the Aerodynamic Labor~tory of Madrid, 
Spain, at one of the meetings of the Technical Committee of the 
First International Congress of Aerial Navigation suggested the or-
ganization of an "International Union of Aerodynamic Laboratories" 
headed by one laboratory (he suggested the Eiffel L~boratory) whic~ 
should formulate a program of comparative tests on a number of models. 
According to Mr. Herrera, the es.me set of models should be succress-
ively tested in the various laboratories, following the particular. 
method of experimentation of the laboratory making the tests. After 
the tests have been completed in all laboratories, the results 
should be compared and, from the results of such a comparison, enough 
data should be available as to allow of the adoption of uniform co-
efficient and the standardization of methods of future experimental 
work in wind tunnels. (Frankly, we fail to see that the matter is 
so simple as Mr. Herrera seems to think). Mr. Herrera also suggest-
ed that this work should be planned for by the one laboratory rep-
resenting the proposed International Union of Aerodynamic Labora-
tories and be carried through by the various laboratories under the 
supervision of this super-directing laboratory (the ~iffel labora-
tory). 
Prof. Soreau, Vice President of the Aero Club of France, and 
Ohairman of the Technical Committee of the First International Oon-
grese of Aerial Navigation, objects to !!r. Herrera's suggestions 
for two reasons: 1st - because he does not see that it is possible 
to establish a supergovernment of aerodyna~ical laboratories as 
suggested by Mr. Herrera and, 2nd - because in order to compare t~e 
the results obtained in two laboratories it is essential t~t the 
conditions under ~hich experiments are made be the same, therefore, 
it seemed to him tha.t the proper thing to do would be to adopt 
first uniform methods of experimentation (as for instance the same 
method of attaching the model .to the balance) and then make the 
tests, rather than doing the reverse as Yr. Herrera suggested. 
Dr. E. Bs Wolff, Director of the Aerodynamical Laboratory of 
Amsterdam, Holland, referring to his correspondence with the Nation-
al Advisory Committee for Aeronautics and the British Aeronautical 
Research Committee rega~ding the proposed comparative wind tunnel 
tests, states that after receiving the invitation to participate in 
the tests suggested by the British Aeronautical ~esearch Gommittee 
he has not heard any more about this matter. He suggests that some-
thing should be done, ~ithout any further delay in order to start 
the proposed comparative tests on the same models in the various 
tunnels. 
Mr. Louis Breguet, French Aircraft Designer and Manufacturer, 
endorses the suggestion made by Mr. Herrera and by Dr. Wolf£ and 
suggests the appointment of a committee charged to make definite 
suggestions leading to the stand.axdization of methods of experimen-
tation in wind tunnels and to the standardization symbols used in 
aeronautical norks. 
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Yr. W. Margoulis reports 'to the Nmgress the ini tia:tiV-3 tak(!:l 
by hinself and by myself in 1919 in order to hring ahcut the pro-
posed comparative tests. He deplores that the British Aeronautical 
Rcse~~ch Oommittee h-~s not gone any further in the realization of 
its test program than issuing an invitation to par tj.cipate in some 
comparative tests on a model prepared by tha:t committee, which, 
however, bas never been sent to the various laboratories to which 
the ·invitation was issued. 
Prof. Soreau, chairman, answering Mr. ~ra.rgoulis 1 s rema~'ks re-
garding our unsuccessful efforts in 1919 to try to induce the 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to take the initiative 
in bringing about a much de~irable cooperation between aerodynami-
cal laboratories, states that he knows the reasons why both Mr. 
Margoulis and myself failed three years ago. He could not reveal 
what the reasons were but he could state nevertheless that the 
stumbling block was represented by some governments (meaning~~he 
United States, quite evidently) who are not inclined to take part 
in international conferences. Such being the case~ he said, it 
would seem that the appointment by the first International Congress 
of Aerial Navigation of a committee such as it had been·suggested 
by Mr. Breguet would not constitute the most advisable step to take 
at the present time, especially considering the fact that most of 
the aerodynamic laboratories in every country ·are under government 
control. In his opinion, the best thing to do would be to adopt a 
number of resolutions and submit them to the French Under-Secretary 
of State for Aeronautics which would take up t~e matter of Standard-
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iza.tion of symbols, notation, and methods of experimentation ~ith 
foreign govern~ents. 
!!r. Breguet and Mr. Prix of the St. Cyr Aerodynamic Institute 
insist on the appointment of a committee. 
C~l. Verduzio, Director of the Aerodynamic~l Laboratory of 
Rome, Italy, points out the great disadvantage under which the 
~ork in aerodynanics is proceeding at present in the absence of 
an u.~derstanding between aerodynamic laboratories on the matter 
of experimental methods adopted and in the absence of uniform 
symbols and notations having the same meaning in every country. 
The latter, according to Col. Verduzio is of the greatest import-
ance and he submits to the congress a list of symbols and nota-
tions prepared by the Italian Aeronautical Technical Services 
which, he suggests, could be taken as a basis in the discussion 
for the adoption of international standards. Col. Verduzio re-
fers to the failure of the British Aeronautical Research Committee 
to carry through the proposed program of international wind tunnel 
tests on a model supplied by them and, in order to get started, 
he suggests that each laboratory should make its own model from 
the same drawing and start the tests. 
Col. Fortant, Director of the French Technical Section of 
Aviation, suggests that, inde~endently of any governmental action 
by the Under-Secretary of State for Aeronautics in dealings with 
foreign governments in the matter under discussion, as suggested 
by Prof. Soreau, the suggestion made by Mr. Breguet and others 
regarding the appointreent of a committee, be at least unofficially 
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adO:Pted and that the representa.tive of aerodynamic labora~ories 
attending the congress meet together and ex~ha.nge their views on 
the matter of symbols and comparative tests which, in their opin-
ion, should be the object of an international agreement. 
Resolutions Adopted by the International Congress of 
Aerial N~vigation. 
At the close of the First International Congress of Aerial 
Navigation the following resolutions were adopted expressing the 
views of the Technical Oonnnittee which were offered by_ the Con-
gress with the suggestion that they should be adopted by govern-
mental and civilian aeronautical organizations: 
"Resolution No.3 - To make a study of the measures which may 
be immediately adopted in the test meth9ds of aerodynamical labor-
atories in order to make it possibl~ to compare results; in par-
ticular to define the geometrical forms and the material realiz-
ation of a large number of typical models, which tested systema~ic­
.. a.lly in well-defined condi tiona, would serve in some sort as a 
characterization of a wind tunnel; also to bring about an agree-
ment that the same collection of such models be tested success-
ively in the various laboratories. 
11Resolution No.4 - Unification of terms and notations employ-
ed in the aeronautical publications of the d.iff erent countries. n 
The appointment of a committee charged with the actual carry-
ing through of the work outlined in resolutions No. 3 and No.4 
which had been advocated by Mr. Breguet and others did not take 
place and~ besides expressing a more or less sentimental wish that 
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somebody, some~here, would do something in the direction pointed 
out in the two resolutions quoted above, the First Internationai 
Congress of Aerial Navigation did not do a thing for bringing 
about the muoh-deaired·interna.tional wind tunnel tests and th~ 
standardization of symbols, terms and graphical methods employ~~ 
in aeronautical publications of the different countries ~epresent­
ed at the congress, in spite of the fact that urgency of such a 
measure had been pleaded for by the representative of every aero-
nautical laboratory atten~ing the dongress. 
It is no wonder, however, that the First International Con-
gress of ~erial Navigation could not accomplis~ anything in a mat-
ter such as. this which required the cordial cooperation of scient- __ 
ists of every nation, ~hen we stop to consider that Amer16an ~~d 
British scientists we~e conspicuously absent and German,. Austrian 
and other scientists of former enemy nations were not allowed to 
join this congress which was held under the auspices of the French 
Government. 
The Moral of a Sad Story. 
From the above history of the fruitless efforts which have 
been made during the last three years by scientists and technical 
men of all countries interested in aeronautics in order to bring 
about a much-needed international cooperation in aeronautical re-
search work in the interest of aeronautics as a science and as a 
new and tremendously important branch of engineering, we can draw 
the following conclusions: 
(1st) It is well recognized by all leading authorities in 
-·· • 
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aeronautical research work that the lack of cooperation between 
the various aerodynamic laboratories in adopting a cx:>mmon standard 
whereby the results of wind tunnel tests can be intelligently in-
terpreted 3.Ild compared ~ith each other (wherever it stands .to rea-
son that such a comparison should be possible) is fraught with 
d~nger and tends to destroy the confidence of aircraft designers 
and manufacturers in wind tunnel tests which are now the only 
scientific guidance that aerodynamics can give to the aircraft de-
signing engineer in order to allow better and safer design of 
aircraft. 
(2nd) The present cba.otic condition existing in the matter 
of symbols, definitions and methods of graphical representations 
used in aeronautical technical reports and publications edited in 
various countries, makes .it almost impossible for anybody who is 
not familiar with the technical aeronautical terminology adopted 
by each country to derive any benefit from publications and re-
ports edited in any other country than his own. 
(3rd) The present lack of cooperation between aerodynamic 
laboratories and the handicap brought about by the absence of a 
unifo:rm scientific aeronautical language having the same meaning 
in every country, is not due to a lack of appreciation by scient-
ists and technical men engaged in aeronautical research work,Jof 
the very undesirability of the prevailing situation. On the con-
trary, almost all of them are ready to enter into and to abide by 
any sort of international agreement which will correct the present 
state of affairs. 
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(4th) Due to the fact that all leading aeronautical labora-
tories and other aeronautical scientific orgs.niza.tions in the 
world are under government control, any initiative in the desired 
direction can only be taken at the present time by one or more 
governmental aezonautica.l institutions with the approval and the 
active support of the government machinery back of it. 
(5th) Any move of this sort originated by the aeronautical 
services of any of the big nations in Europe, is bound to be in-
fluenced by political co~siderations, by limitations imposed by 
the treaty of Versailles, and by resolutions officially adopted 
during the war at interallied meetings of prominent scientists 
and representatives of academic bodies on the matter of post-war 
cooperation with scientists of~ at that time, enemy countries. 
(6th) Quite evidently under these conditions it is impossi-
ble to reach a truly international agreement, such &s is desired 
as long as German aeronautical progress and German scientists are 
either ignored or snubbed. 
The failure of the First International Congress of Aerial 
N~vigation to work out any plan for meeting the situation, which 
had been brought to their attention by those most interested in 
and most concerned with the desirability of reachin~ an agreement 
on the matter of international cooperation in aeronautical re-
search ~~ork and on the matter of standardization of aeronautical 
technical terminology, provides the best illustration of the futil-
ity of placing any hopes in the outcome of the vague recom.~enda­
tions presented by its technical committee to the French Under-
secretary of State for Aeronautics. 
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(7th) The program of wind tunnel tests on a single model 
successively tested in various wind tunnels in Europe and in Amer-
ica, which was outlined by the British Aeronautical Research Coun-
cil almost three years ago (and ~hich, as far as I know, has not 
materialized as yet) did not include and does not include at the 
present time, for-all I know, the cooperation of German Aeronauti-
cal laboratories. Furthermore, that program was not prepared with 
the collaboration of any of the laboratories invited to join in 
the proposed tests; it was simply a British ready-made program of 
wind tunnel investigation work which discussion in the Aerial Age 
of this subject has failed to prove that it was the most accept-
able one to all concerned. On the contrary, that discussion has 
led to the contribution of a good many suggestions by prominent 
aeronautical authorities which most cert~inly should be taken into 
consideration before formulating a program of international coop-
eration in a work which is to be purposely undertaken in the int-
erest of the scientific and technical progxess of aeronauticrs in 
all countries. 
Our National Advisorv Committee for Aeronautics 
an Important Factor in International Aeronautics. 
When, three years ago, I suggested to and strongly urged upon 
our National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics to take the initi-
ative in calling a meeting in Paris of the representatives of lead-
ing aeronautical laboratories in the United States and in Europe 
for the purpose o! outlining a program of international wind tunnel 
tests which ~ould have eliminated the present objections to wind 
tunnel expeximental work, and which would have laid out the basis 
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for the adoption of a much needed consistent uniformity in aero-
n~utica.l technical terminology, I was prompted by the fact that I 
knew that oux Na~ional Advisory committee for Aeronautics was the 
only aeronautic scientific organization in the world which could 
h~ve undertaken this task and carried it through to a successful 
conclusion. 
In fact, this committee had the assurance of the most effective 
cooperation of scientists of all nations (former allied and former 
enemy nations) who, in spite of the official taboo which separated 
~nd still separ~t~s in most European countries scientists in two 
groups: friendly and enemy, would have welcomed any attempt on our 
part to bridge the gap, in so far at least as aeronautics are con-
cerned* 
Furthermore, our National Advisory Gommittee for !eronautics 
being as it is directly responsible to the President of the United 
States and to Congress only, is the only aeronautical scientific 
organization in the world under Government control which is inde-
pendent of all governmental departments while at the same time it 
cooperates with all of them as well as with our national aircraft 
manufacturing indus.try, with e::igineering societies, universities, 
and other educational and academic bodies engaged in aeronautical 
research ~ork in this country. 
The contribution made by this Gommittee to the advance of re-
se~rch qork in aeronautics during the last five years, with the 
insufficient funds placed at· its disposal by Congress, places oux 
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics in a position of natur-
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al les.d.ership in the scientific field of aeronautics, and further-
more, the disinclination on the part of the American people to dis-
criminate between scientists of foi'IJler ene~y and former friendly 
and neutral nations would have created an atmosphere of confidence 
and a spirit of effective cooperation in a meeting cf representa-
tives of aeronautical rese~rch laboratories organized by this 
Qommittee. This, however, could not be accromplished due to the 
fact that the National Advisory Gommittee for !eronautics must 
look upon Congress for guidance on. all matteTs mo~e or less di-
rectly related to our dealings with foreign nations. As stated 
before, the 9ommittee (1) is very sympathetic in regard to reach-
ing an understanding with all countries for the Standardization 
of symbols and methods of graphical representation used in aero-
dynamics (2) it is more than sympathetic in regard to wind tunnel 
tests leading to a definite and practical utilization in the fut-
ure of wind tunnel work and (3) it is not disposed to ignore the 
existence of German and Austrian Aeronautic laboratories and sci-
entists. On the contrary, this Committee has been the first one 
which has adopted for wings the same coefficients used by the 
G8ttingen Laboratory simply because they were the most logical 
coefficients to ~dopt. (This example, I understand, is going to 
be followed by French laboratories. As far as British laboratories 
are concerned, it is very doubtful in~eed if they will ever adopt 
symbols, coefficients and graphical ~ethods of representation other 
than their own). 
~he Views of Congress on International GOoperation.. 
The stumbling block on the :road.of progress and international 
cooperation (at least in the scientific field of aeronautics) 
~hich could ha~e been brought about by the only govern.~ental aero-
nautical research oxganization in the world car.able of obtaining 
the desired results, is represented by the unfavorable standfoint 
f !om ~hich our present congress is inclined to look upon any in-
ternational conferences between ourselves and European powers. 
Under the circumstances, it is quite natural that the National 
Advisory Oofil~ittee for Aero~autica should not be willing to take 
the initiative in the organization of an International congress 
for the Standardization of Aerodynamics. As a matter of fact, 
should such a congress be organized by another nation, our National 
Advisory co:m.mittee for Aeronautics could not even be officially 
represented there~ same as it has not been represented at the 
First International Congress of Aerial Navigation or at any other 
of the international aerons..utica.l conventions w·hich have taken 
place in Europe during the last three years, ~here most i:rr.portant 
decisions affecting international aerial navigation have been taken 
in our absence> without any reference v.hatsoever to our present or 
future interests in that direction. 
This is not the proper place for discussing either the wisdom 
or the narrow-mindedness of our policy of isolation (neither splen-
did nor always consistent with our national interests) which we 
, 
are pursuing under the present Gongress in every event takeing 
rlace, sometimes three and sometimes twelve miles off our shores, 
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but this is certainly the place where we c-3.D. say that the unwill-
ingness of Congress, either expressed or assumed by the National 
Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, to allow that body which has 
done and is doing some splendid work, to establish closer ties 
between American and European aeronautical scientific research in-
stitutions, is neither consistent with the progxess of aeronautics 
nor with the dignity of an organization which should be left free 
to work in the interest of science unhampered by political con-
siderations. 
When, three and a. half years 3.go~ I euggested the establish-
ment of an office in Europe of the National Advisory Committee for 
Aeronautics for the purpose of establishing and maintaining a cor-
dial exchange of thoughts between Americ~n and European scientists 
working on aeronautics and sciences allied thereto, and when my 
suggestions were approved by th9.t Committee and I was appointed 
its representative in Europe for the purpose of carrying through 
that program, the keynote of our national policy was: cooperation 
with Europe. We went too far, however, or probably our motives 
and our lofty ideals which prompted our desire to cooperate with 
Europe in the reestablishment of order and peace in the world, 
were not met with the same spirit which ~otuated them. At any rate, 
with the advent of the new administration a complete reversal of 
out foreign policy took place and, helas, I soon discovered that the 
fine spirit of international scientific cooperation in aeronautics 
which bad provided the only reason for establishing a foreign of-
fice in Euro~e of the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, 
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had been d3.mped to such an extent that my activities· in pxo~~ting 
cooperation were a.ctua.lly embarra.sing the Gomlili ttee. After two 
yea.rs of J:ersistent efforts I had to '7li thdra.w from a work whd.ch,. 
however, I feel has sown good seed "7lhi ch shall bear fruits later · 
on when it will be ~ore fully realized, both in this country and 
in Europe, that the root of all our evils in the difficult period 
of evolution of the human race that we are going through is the 
lack of cooperation between the intellectuals of all nations. 
The Discµssion has Served its Pur~ose. 
The efforts made by Mr. Margoulis and myself during the 13.st 
three years for rromoting a con~ress of rerresenta.tives of aero-
nautical research laboratories, ,and other scientists working in 
aeronautics in the interest of the scientific rrogre3s of Aero-
nautics have not been lost, and the discussion in the Aerial Aee 
of the subject "Standardization and Aerodyna?nics, 11 I feel has 
served its ~ur:. ose, ·..vhich was to show that intellectu:tl cooi:era-
tion in aeronautics can be achieved and must be achieved by taking 
into consideration the views of all before trying to ~lace our 
own inter~xetation on what should be done in the ~ursuance of a 
plan calling for the cooperation of others. 
The su;eestions that we made three years ago on the subject 
of wind tunnel tests have been adopted in irinc~le by all aero-
dynamic laboratories, however, both the Eritish Aeronautical Re-
search Council and our National Advisory com~ittee for Aeronautics 
h:tve each formulated a test program of their own without taking 
under consideration the views of other laboratories, and each ~re.-
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~oses to go ahead with its own Frogxam and make its own models, 
test them acco~ding to its own ideas and tben ask other laborator-
ies to duplicate the same tests on the same models. 
Other labore.tories, I understand, are rla:in~ng to do tbe same 
thing and the consequence of this lack of coore:ration between the 
various laboratories in formulating a unique rrogram of exrerimen-
ta tion agreeable to all shall bring about a useless loes of time 
and ener3ies. Since the necessity of makin3 these comr~rative 
tests has been ~ecognized by all <Dncerned, w"'iP;r not try to make 
them as com~lete as possible in a true s~irit of international 
scientific coo~eration? 
The discussion of this subject, both in the Aerial Age and 
at the First International Congress of ..\erial Na.viga.tion,, has sup-
rlied enough elements to aT~roach the rroblem of Stand.a~~ization 
and Aerodynamics on some sort of well-defined basis. It should not 
be difficult to coo~dinate the various suggestions made by the 
directors of the various laboratories and to find a common g~ound 
on which an agreement might be reached. This can be accromi:lished 
mostly by corres~ondence. After an agreement has thus been reach-
ed on general lines, a meeting of American and European represent-
atives of aerodynamic laboratories and leading scientists engaged 
in Aeronautical research work could be easily arranged for. A 
meetin6 of this sort, bringing together scientists of all nations, 
which on account of the war find the'filaelves sei:ar3.ted by nation-
alistic barriers, 'vould make it J;:OSsible to work out the details 
for carrying throu~h a r.rogram of immediate and futu:re actions 
and, furth~rmore, would su~rly the h1::11lan factor as re~resented by 
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the personal contact of men having the same object in mind: the 
Trogrese of science. 
Let Us Have Peace. 
In spite of the war, in spite of t~e tremendous ttL.""Jlloil of 
hate, lust and avarice, in spite of the reawakening of all the 
baser instincts of the human race which the war has unchained, 
we can see the signs of a new era da"Niling upon us. Social re-
forms based on the old standards of personal and nationalistic 
advantages shall never restore peace and order, unless we realize 
first the true meaning of the law of brotherhood and stand ready 
to compromise on the matter of personal rights, privileges and 
advantages in the interests of all. 
· The intellectuals of the world, scientists and technical men 
engaged in the work of developing and perfecting new inventions, 
are the pioneers of this new era9 It is up to them to realize 
the meaning of the divine love, of which science is the noblest 
expression, and it is up to them to give the example and to teach 
the objective lesson that the world needs: the unselfish coopera-
tion of all in the realization of a common good. 
Aeronautics and the enormous possibilities offe~ed by aero-
nautics, which re~resent the outstanding engineering progress born 
out of the war., points out the way to us where international coop-
eration of scientists and technical men starts. 
We have in aeronautics a new science> a new branch of engi-
neering, a new and fundamentally international means of communicra-
ti on. The men who are working in aeronautics are new men, they 
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understand the need of cooperation, they are ready to cooperate 
with each other, they invite the leadership of a group of progress-
ive scientists of a progressive nation to bring about the fo:r:mation 
of a nucleus of the great brotherhood of the intellectuals of the 
world. 
Gan I be blamed for continuing, after three years of efforts 
(not fruitless, by any means) to look upon our National Advisory 
Oommittee for Aeronautics as the best adapted Aeronautical organiz-
ation in the qorld for bringing about the desired results? Espec;.... 
ially so when we consider that the Committee is in sympathy with 
the idea of an international congress of scientists working in 
aeronautics and would be ready to join in a discussion leading to a 
better understanding of wind tunnel work and to the s-tandardization 
of Symbols, notations and methods of graphical representation·uaed 
in technical aeronautical works, if it was not prevented from do-
ing so by the stand taken by Congress on the matter of American 
participation in international co~~erences. 
Only last September a pathetic appeal was sent by German and 
Italian scientists working in aeronautics, to scientists of other 
nations to take pa.rt in a meeting held at Innsbruck (Tyrol). · 
The invitation read: 11 The research work of the last years has 
brought about in all countries considerable progress in the devel-
opment of the classical theories as well as of the fundamental 
problems of practical hydraulics and aerodynamics. On account of 
politic~l events the interchange of ideas and personal intercourse 
among scientists has·" been impaired. By the said meeting we intend 
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to avoid r.hatever hinders at tne present tLme the success of off ic-
ial international congresses. We simply want to rally ~ithout any 
fo:rmali ties the scientists interested in these special problems. ~' 
American,, British and French scientists did not answer the ..... 
call of their Germs.ii and Italian breth~en, not because they did 
not want to, but because they could not on account of the unfortu-
nate preponderance of political consideration over other consider-
ations of higher nature. This seems to be the price that scientif-
ic research work in aeronautics must pay nowadays in order to ob-
tain the scanty credits granted by the various governments for 
that purpose. 
It is rather amusing to see that, of all governments subsid·· · ·· 
ing scientific research work in aeronautics, the German government 
should be the first one ~ho has not opposed its veto to the action 
taken by Prof. Prandtl and by Prof. Karman in calling this first 
international congress of scientists working in aeronautics. 
An Appeal to the National Advisory Committee 
for Aerona'..ltics. 
I wish to close the present discussion of the subject 11 Stand.-
ardization and Aerodynamicsn by appealing once more to the members 
of our National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, urging them to 
use their personal influence and. the enormous prestige of the fin-
est aeronautical scientific organization in the world for obtaining 
from Congress the recognition of the fact that a wider range of 
independence from political considerations by that Committee in the 
field of international cooperation in the inte=est of the soientif-
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ic pro~ess of aeronautics is worthy of the high standards of that 
institution and is consistent with our national interests. 
The fixst step along the r03.d of collaboration with Europe in 
the work of reconstruction (which, no matter if ~e like it or not, 
we sh~ll have to travel sooner or later) it ia just and right 
should be made by American scientists. Such a step would be en-
tirely consistent with the desire repeatedly expressed by the na-
tion, the President, and by memoers of his Cabinet, to cooperate 
with Eu=opean nations in any constructive pls.n leading to the re-
establishment of peace in the ~orld. 
Who can suggest any better plan leading to the reestablishment 
of peace in the world than the one brought about by promoting an 
increased collaboration between scientists and technical men all 
over the world? And if the initial move in that direction can be 
made by promoting peace and collaboration between scientists work-
ing in aeronautics - who are ready and eager to fulfill the law of 
international brotherhood - why not let aeronautics lead the world 
along tLe pa.th of intellectual evolution on which, in spite of all 
adverse forces, ·we~a~e steadily progressing? 
Why should scort-sighted and short-lived political considera-
tions deprive this nation and our National Advisory Com.~ittee for 
Aeronautics of the great privilege of being able to make the first 
move? 
Quoting President Harding's Words. 
The words spoken by the President at the commemoration of the 
fourth anniversary of the armistice truly represent the sentiment of 
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the great majority of the American people on the matter of cooper-
ation with Europe:-
"I think we have come to realize, as a nation, that TI""e can-
not hope to avoid obligations and responsibilities, often arduous 
and burdensome, as part of the price we must pay for our fortunate 
relationship to the confraternity of the nations. It will be great-
ly to the national benefit, I am su:re, if those who most intimately 
~axticip~ted in the events of the great world war, and among them 
I of course include particularly the men of the overseas forces, 
shall always keep in mind the fact tha.t their noble service to 
their country and civilization has imposed upon us a duty to rec-
ognize that henceforward we must maintain a helpful and sustaining 
attitude in all the broader relationships tba.t involve the nations. 
Our first duty will, indeed, be to our own, but that duty cannot 
be adequately discharged in narrowness and selfishness. 
"That we may be guided to a just judgment of the time and oc-
casion. for further proof of our interest in the common cause of 
humanity, and in choos_ing the methods whereby to discharge the ob-
ligation thus created, Will be, I am su:re, a fitting prayer for 
this armistice amEiversary. " 
Let us keep in mind that we can help making this world safe 
for democracy in one way only: by taking our share of obligations 
and responsibilities in building up a new International: THE INTER-
NATIONAL OF BRAINS AND HEARTS. 
